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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
In this issue, we continue our discussions on data science. Following Jeff Ullman’s opinion piece in the June
2020 issue titled “The battle for data science,” we feature an opinion piece from M. Tamer Özsu. Özsu brings up
a few critical questions about data science ranging from “Is data science a discipline?”, “Who is a data scientist?”
to “Who owns data science?” These questions are important not only for academia but also in the tech industry,
where “data science” remains a vague term to this day. Different tech companies often define data science in
different ways, resulting in an identity crisis for data scientists as they balance their roles as applied scientists,
machine learning engineers, statisticians, data analysts, data engineers, etc. More importantly, as the discipline is
not well-defined, tools, platforms, and eco-systems cannot be “standardized,” which means they are unlikely to
be perfected. Please read Özsu’s opinion piece “A Systematic View of Data Science.”
Lei Chen organized this special issue on the topic of human-powered AI or human-in-the-loop AI. While
these are not exactly new topics as there has been a lot of work in areas ranging from crowdsourcing to active
learning, the topic of making AI and humans working together and benefiting each other is gaining a lot of
traction. In this issue, we look into problems such as how to divide labor between humans and machines, how to
utilize crowdsourcing on federate learning, how to provide end-to-end solution in human-in-the-loop systems,
how to use AI to model human behavior, and how human-powered AI can help with online misinformation
detection.
Haixun Wang
Instacart
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Letter from the Special Issue Editor
The fast development of AI technology has changed our dail life significantly, from personal assistant such as
Siri to self-driving cars, online recommendations sites such as Netflix and Amazon and many other real-world
AI applications have emerged and brought great benefits to humanity. All these AI-powered applications have
shown great intelligence if their models are well trained. For example, Alpha go, a well-trained go player
defeated top human players in the world. However, the current AI technology relies strongly on the quality of the
training datasets and can be restricted by the cognitive nature of a task. Tasks such as recognizing objects from
blurred images and understanding sentiment from complicated and poorly-structured sentences still need human
assistance. Therefore, in this issue, we study an interesting topic, human-powered AI. Compared to current AI
technology which is more advanced in solving closed domain problems, human intelligence is more advanced in
addressing open domain problems, such as arts and design. How to seamlessly incorporate human intelligence
into the whole process of AI is the theme of human-powered AI.
In this issue, we present works on human-powered AI from different aspects,
The first paper discusses a challenge and essential problem in Human-powered AI, how to divide computation
between human and AI effectively to achieve a specific target. Based on the discussion, the authors have
introduced a set of dimensions and terms to classify existing solutions on this topic.
The second paper addresses the challenges on how to untilize human intelligence (crowdsourcing) on federate
learning, which is one of the popular solutions to overcome the problem of data isolation and data privacy in a
distributed learning environment.
The third paper addresses the challenges on providing an end to end solution in human-in-the-loop of machine
learning, from data extract, data integration, data cleaning, data labelling to machine learning and inference.
The fourth paper presents human-powered AI from the angle of AI technology, specifically, how to use
AI technology to model, discover and explore human behaviour for human intelligence data management and
mining.
The last paper presents a real application of human-powered AI techniques for online misinformation
detection, challenges on various aspects in implementing such a system are outlined.
We would like to thank all the authors for their insightful contributions.
Lei Chen
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
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A Systematic View of Data Science
M. Tamer Özsu
University of Waterloo
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Introduction

In the June 2020 issue of this Bulletin, Jeffrey Ullman of Stanford University published an opinion piece that
discussed the conflicting ownership claims of the field of “data science” by different communities, and made the
case that the database community has a central role to play [6]. I certainly subscribe to the points made by Jeffrey.
When I was asked to write this article, I decided to take a more systematic view of data science. This is important
for a number of reasons. First and foremost, it has been asked: is data science a discipline? This cannot be
answered without a comprehensive and systematic analysis of what “it” is. My personal short answer is “not yet”,
but fully answering this question requires another article altogether. Certainly, there is progress in establishing
data science as a discipline: academic programs and units are being formed, and academic publications are
becoming established. However, we need to investigate this area further to be able to define the “core” of data
science in order for it to become its own discipline. There has been progress on these fronts, but I do not believe
that we are there yet.
The question of “who is a data scientist?” requires further clarification. The second reason for a comprehensive
and systematic approach to the subject is my belief that data science is broad in scope, and involves far more areas
than what we may typically think of. It is important to also include these areas in the discussion. Developing a
robust answer to this question is not possible by being reactive; a holistic definition must include how different
pieces fit and interact.
Third, a systematic investigation of the field is likely to identify important issues that many of us may consider
should be in the toolbox of a professional data scientist – what might be called the “core”. At a recent Data
Science Leaders (which has since been renamed Academic Data Science Alliance) annual meeting, a colleague
opined that no one should try to form a data science institute or centre without first defining what “data science”
means in the context of that organization. I strongly agree with that sentiment, so this is my attempt.
My objective in this article is to share my personal views on how we should be thinking about data science.
Every one of us approach the field with our own academic backgrounds and perspectives, and our views are
shaped by our biases and experiences. That is certainly true in my case. I led a proposal for a nation-wide data
science centre in Canada a few years ago, and although that effort was not successful, I interacted with colleagues
from different organizations and disciplines that forced me think carefully about how I view the field and how
such an institute needs to be framed. I am currently leading an effort to map that vision to a data science institute
at the University of Waterloo, which has furthered the evolution of my thinking. This article is based on the
proposals written in collaboration with many colleagues as part of these efforts.

2

What is Data Science?

Data Science is the term commonly used for the data-driven approach to solving problems, and involves the
analysis of large volumes of data, extracting knowledge and insight from it, and using information for better
decision-making. However, this is too vague to be useful as a working definition. Therefore, we must look further.
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Figure 1: Data Science Word Cloud.
Wikipedia gives the following definition: “data science, also known as data-driven science, is an interdisciplinary field of scientific methods, processes, algorithms, and systems to extract knowledge or insights
from data in various forms, either structured or unstructured, similar to data mining”. This definition captures a
number of important aspects: that it is an interdisciplinary field and that it involves extracting knowledge from
multi-modal structured or unstructured data. However, it then goes on to say “similar to data mining”. Leaving
aside the fact that “similar” is an entirely unhelpful phrase in this context, roughly equating data science to data
mining is very limiting.
The earliest use of the term “data science” that I could find is in a 1998 paper by Chikio Hayashi. His
definition states: “data science intends to analyze and understand actual phenomena with ‘data’. In other words,
the aim of data science is to reveal the features or hidden structure of complicated natural, human, and social
phenomena with data from a different point of view from the established or traditional theory and method” [3].
This is a definition from the perspective of a statistician, and it is interesting in its contrast of data science with
“traditional [statistical] theory and method”. The roots of what we now consider as a fundamental characteristic of
data science, namely that data and its analysis are at the core of understanding actual phenomena, is clearly stated.
I am sure that many members of this community are familiar with Jim Gray’s work on data-intensive discovery,
which is well-captured in the book by Hey et al. [4]. To quote one passage: “. . . all sciences [are] moving
from observational, to theoretical, to computational, and now to the Fourth Paradigm – Data-Intensive Scientific
Discovery”. Gray concentrated his work on astronomy and demonstrated many techniques and methods that are
useful to data science. A passage in the Foreword by Gordon Bell is interesting: “We are at a stage of development
that is analogous to when the printing press was invented. [. . . ] Using computers to gain understanding from
data created and stored in our electronic data stores will likely take decades – or less.” Gordon wrote this over a
decade ago, and in the intervening period, we have made many advances, but we are still in the early stages of
development of the data science field.
Each of these definitions captures some aspect of data science as a field, but a comprehensive and definitive
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identification of the field is still not available. A word cloud generated by Data Scientist1 indicates the diversity
of viewpoints, or what some might call confusion, about the field (Figure 1).
To me, a working definition that captures the essence of data science as a field is that data science is a datadriven approach to problem solving and scientific exploration that involves the process of collecting, managing,
analyzing, explaining, and visualizing data and analysis results. This definition captures both the breadth of the
field and the areas where we need to develop depth. It provides a blueprint for developing research and teaching
programs. This is the definition that shapes my perspective of the field.

3

Drivers of Data Science

There is a data-driven revolution underway in science and society, disrupting every form of enterprise. We are
collecting and storing data more rapidly than ever before. However, our ability to leverage and use this data has
been limited by the lack of knowledge exchange between experts in the sub-fields of data science, and by the
lack of tools, methods, and principles for understanding and translating these insights into products, systems, and
policies. McKinsey Global Institute estimates that the field of data science is currently generating $1.3 trillion in
economic value every year in the US; other countries have reported proportionally similar contributions. Although
somewhat dated, a 2015 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report identified
“data-driven innovation” (DDI) as having a central driving role in twenty-first century economies, defining DDI
as “the use of data and analytics to improve and foster new products, processes, organisational methods and
markets” 2 .
Canada has released a federal digital charter3 that addresses the importance of data in the Canadian economy
and establishes a vision for a data economy built around ten principles4 . The importance of this charter is in
its multidisciplinarity and the need for engagement by a number of academic disciplines. The Information and
Communications Technology Council of Canada has taken this charter and expanded it to involve provinces and
municipalities, providing another dimension to complement the ten principles. It appears to me that, with proper
positioning and attention, there is substantial potential for research within this framework.
Currently, the COVID-19 pandemic has clarified and emphasized the importance of data-based and data-driven
decision-making. This topic deserves its own attention, and some day someone should write a good essay on data
science approaches to pandemic management. Individual countries have differed in how well they have gathered,
analyzed, and used data to make decisions; but globally, in my view, we have not done well, and this should be a
major research agenda for the data science field.

4

Data Science Ecosystem

Data science is inherently multidisciplinary: it builds on a core set of capabilities in data engineering, analytics,
security and privacy, as well as ethics (Figure 2). Some of this core is technical, other components are not.
The core exists in close interaction with application domains that leverage these capabilities to solve their most
pressing problems.
An important aspect of data science is that it is application-driven. I do not mean to suggest that there is
no application-independent core; what I am suggesting is that ultimately, data science seeks to solve a problem
within an application area. This might be a “problem” in a domain (e.g., pandemic management in the age of
1

https://thedatascientist.com/best-way-learn-data-science/
Emphasis from original OECD quote.
3
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/062.nsf/eng/h_00108.html
4
These principles are: (1) Universal Access; (2) Safety and Security; (3) Control and Consent; (4) Transparency, Portability, and
Interoperability; (5) Open and Modern Digital Government; (6) A Level Playing Field; (7) Data and Digital for Good; (8) Strong
Democracy; (9) Free from Hate and Violent Extremism; and (10) Strong Enforcement and Real Accountability.
2
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Figure 2: Data Science Building Blocks.
COVID-19), or it may be “exploration” in an application domain (e.g., astrophysics), or it could be both (e.g.,
climate change). If we ignore the applications, we are in danger of only focusing on “big data infrastructure”
issues. This would be a mistake, because we would be focusing only on the technology where we feel more
comfortable, without leveraging the full force of data science. Therefore, the field requires the active involvement
of domain experts from their respective application areas – without this combination of core technologies and
application domains, it is difficult to talk about data science. In this sense, data science is a unifying field,
requiring the participation of many disciplines and researchers (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Data Science as a Unifier.
These types of Venn diagrams are popular and have been produced by multiple communities. Jeff Ullman
highlights how the statisticians view the field in terms of overlapping areas and gives his recommended revisions
[6]. Comparing these figures, my proposed diagram provides a more holistic and inclusive view of data science.
Within this context, it is possible to think about the data science ecosystem in different ways. One way
that I find useful is to think about it as a lifecycle: how data moves from collection and preparation to final
decision-making. Another way to think about it is in terms of the software stack (or software infrastructure). As
computer scientists, we usually end up thinking about things in terms of the software stack, which provides a
different, but useful, viewpoint. I will consider both viewpoints in this section.
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4.1

Data Science Lifecycle

The ability to extract insight from massive datasets depends on a comprehensive, systematic, and end-to-end
study of the data science lifecycle, as depicted in Figure 4. The core consists of four technology stages that follow
data through various processing steps, and two cross-cutting concerns. Data science applications leverage this
core, and also inform meaningful technology development. I will summarize the scope of each element of the
lifecycle and highlight its importance.

Figure 4: Data Science Ecosystem.

Data Preparation. Data science is based on data, and large volumes of data are collected from a variety of
sources. Applying appropriate analysis to this data is a fundamental activity of data science; this is how new
insights are obtained that can improve organizational effectiveness and efficiency, and result in evidence-informed
decision-making. However, data must be adequate and relevant for the intended goal. Therefore, there is a need
for methods for assessing the trustworthiness, reliability, validity, and fitness for use of large datasets. This stage
focuses on challenges in data cleaning, data sampling, and the tracking of data provenance.
Management of Big Data. I am going to say the least about this stage, since it is obvious to our community.
The “big data problem” is something we have been working on for some time and the challenges are wellunderstood. Briefly, this stage of the workflow involves the development of a data management platform that
provides appropriate functionality and interfaces for the execution of powerful, declarative queries for online
exploration and large-scale data analysis.
Modelling and Analysis. Modelling and analysis enable the derivation of insights from the data under study. In
modern research in this area, the lines between statistics and computer science have become blurred. This blurring
of lines is reflective of a “best of both worlds” approach, and there is an increasing realization that combining
statistics and computer science leads to more effective analytics than relying on either field in isolation. Statistical
reasoning brings a modelling framework that can be useful in interpreting results and expressing uncertainty,
whereas machine learning techniques born out of computer science are often much better suited for making
predictions from large datasets.
Explanation, Dissemination, and Retention. An essential component of data science is ensuring that both
data and analysis results are readily accessible to, and understandable by, all interested parties. These could
include researchers, policy directors, industry leaders, and the public. It is important to develop new open-data
platforms and data visualization techniques that will better enable users to understand data and to explore it
7

with ease. Particular areas of investigation include data accessibility, visualization, lifecycle and retention, and
interpretability.
Data Security and Privacy. Data security and privacy are required from the time of data acquisition to the
dissemination of results, as well as for secure archiving or deletion. An implicit goal of data science is to
gain access to as much data as possible, which directly conflicts with the fundamental least-privilege security
principle of providing access to the minimal resources necessary. Closing this gap includes careful re-design
and advancement of security technologies to preserve the integrity of scientific results, data privacy, and to
comply with regulations and agreements governing data access. This requires close collaboration with lifecycle
technologies, with special attention to the particular needs of application domains.
Ethics, Policy, and Societal Impact. Similar to data security and privacy, this is a cross-cutting aspect of data
science that influences all other elements of the lifecycle. Let me briefly consider the three aspects of this element.
Ethics of data use involves concerns related to data privacy and ownership, appropriate manipulation of data
(what we can and cannot do to data), and fairness of algorithms. Data science never occurs in a vacuum – there is
always a policy context that influences what is possible, including the development of core technologies. The
dual of this is that, hopefully, data science investigations will inform the development of meaningful public policy.
It is equally important to always consider the impact of data science on: (1) individuals, (2) organizations, and (3)
society as a whole.
Interactions Among Lifecycle Stages. A disadvantage of any lifecycle definition is that it gives the impression
that the entire process is linear and unidirectional. This is certainly not what I am arguing. The stages that comprise
the technical core of data science are essential for creating these platforms. However, insular developments along
these themes are not sufficient. It is essential to treat the lifecycle in a holistic manner to provide significant
improvements in the end-to-end workflow for developing effective and efficient data science solutions. Some of
these include issues at the intersections of stages, including data preparation and cleaning, the robustness of data
analytics solutions and data contamination, data provenance management, better integration of data management
and analysis, as well as data visualization and visual analytics.

4.2

Software Infrastructure

As I noted above, computer scientists like to think in terms of software architecture. In the data science context,
this means “big data infrastructure”. There are a number of ways this can be considered; I will reiterate what
is described in our book [5] (Figure 5). Big data management relies on a distributed storage layer, whereby
data is typically stored in files or objects distributed over the nodes of a shared-nothing cluster. Data stored
in distributed files are accessed directly by a data processing framework that enables programmers to express
parallel processing code without an intervening database management system (DBMS). There could be scripting
and declarative (SQL-like) querying tools in addition to the data processing frameworks. For the management of
multi-modal data, NoSQL systems are typically deployed as part of the data access layer; a streaming engine or
search engine may also be used. At the top, various tools are provided that can be used to build more complex big
data analytics, including machine learning (ML) tools.
The most popular current realization of this software stack is based on the MapReduce framework (more
specifically, Hadoop). This realization fosters the integration of loosely-coupled (typically open-source) components. The Hadoop stack is shown in Figure 6. This realization uses the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
as its storage, although it can be deployed on different storage systems. HDFS and the Hadoop processing engine
are loosely connected; they can either share the same set of compute nodes, or be deployed on different nodes.
The decoupling of the Hadoop processing engine from the underlying storage system allows the processing and
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storage layers to scale up and down independently as needed. It is possible to go deep into this architecture, but
that is beyond the scope of this article; our book has far more detail on other components of this software stack.
Data analysis tools
R (statistics), Mahoot (machine learning), . . .

Data analysis tools

Resource
Management

Script, SQL

NoSQL,
Search,
Streaming

Hive & HiveQL
Yarn

MapReduce

Distributed Data Storage

Data

Hbase

Data Processing
Framework

Data

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

Data

Data

Figure 5: Big Data Software Architecture.

Data

Data

Figure 6: Current Instantiation based on MapReduce.

The current realization of the software stack (or architecture) is not likely to remain dominant in the future.
Components have already started to change; for example, Spark has mostly replaced Hadoop. However, it is quite
likely that we will still be working with a version of the more generic architecture. How that will evolve is a
matter of future research.

5

Who Owns Data Science?

I have avoided discussing the elephant in the room until the end – who owns data science? Unfortunately, this has
become a major issue among research communities. The argument primarily seems to be between statisticians
and computer scientists, and within computer science itself; for example, between the artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML) community and others (for example, the data management community). I want to
briefly present my understanding of these controversies and express my views, but my intention is not to provide
an extensive analysis of different claims – I am neither positioned nor interested in that exercise.
The concern among statisticians regarding the field of data science is long-standing. In a 2013 opinion piece
in the Magazine of the American Statistical Organization, Davidian laments the absence of statisticians in a
multi-institution data science initiative and asks if data science is not what statisticians do [1]. She indicates that
data science is “described as a blend of computer science, mathematics, data visualization, machine learning,
distributed data management–and statistics”, almost disappointed that these disciplines are involved along with
statistics. Similarly, Donoho, in an article entitled “50 Years of Data Science”, laments the current popular interest
in data science, indicating that most statisticians view new data science programs as “cultural appropriation”.
In an extensive treatise, he argues that “there is a solid case for some entity called ‘data science’ to be created,
which would be a true science: facing essential questions of a lasting nature and using scientifically rigorous
techniques to attack those questions”. He continues: “Insightful statisticians have for at least 50 years been laying
the groundwork for constructing that would-be entity as an enlargement of traditional academic statistics. This
would-be notion of data science is not the same as the data science being touted today, although there is significant
overlap”[2]. There are a number of similar treatises from statisticians and the rejoinders from those who consider
themselves data science researchers. Ulmann’s piece [6] is one of these.
Within computer science, there is a discussion regarding the relationship of AI/ML with data science. There
is an obvious overlap between the two areas in the use of machine learning, and particularly deep learning,
for modelling and prediction. However, it is important to note that data science and AI are distinct areas with
9

their own research issues independent of their overlapping interest in machine learning and algorithms for
analytics. Outside of this overlap, data science involves a broad set of other research topics that include data
quality and trustability, big data management, interpretation and explanation of models and techniques, including
visualization, as well as data security, ethics, and policy. Similarly, AI has a research agenda far broader than ML,
although the latter is the subject of significant recent interest.
My personal view of these controversies is that they are not helpful; they do not move the data science
agenda forward. It may help each community to feel good – we are defending our central role in this exciting
new field – but in the long run, it is not helpful. No single community “owns” data science – it is too big, the
challenges are too great, and it requires involvement from many disciplines. I hope this viewpoint generates some
discussion as the community collectively works to properly investigate and scope this field, perhaps turning it
into a well-defined discipline.

6

Conclusions

Although we have been talking about data science for some years, the field is still in its infancy and there is
much work that needs to be done to scope and position it properly. The success of early data science applications
is evident: from health sciences, where social network analytics have enabled the tracking of epidemics; to
financial systems, where guidance of investment decisions are based on the analysis of large volumes of data;
to the customer care industry, where advances in speech recognition have led to the development of chatbots
for customer service. However, these advances only hint at what is possible; the full impact of data science
has yet to be realized. Significant improvements are required in fundamental aspects of data science and in the
development of integrated processes that turn data into insight. In particular, current developments tend to be
isolated to sub-fields of data science, and do not consider the entire lifecycle as I have discussed it in this article.
This siloing is significantly impeding large-scale advances. As a result, the capacity for data science applications
to incorporate new foundational technologies is lagging.
Furthermore, I strongly believe that we have a lot of interesting work to do in collaboration with colleagues
in the social sciences and humanities. I hinted at some of these, but a full treatment of possibilities exceeds
the purpose of this article. My conviction has been strengthened by my involvement in the STEM For Global
Resilience research cluster in the Balsillie School of International Affairs5 . The interaction of STEM researchers
with those in the social sciences and humanities has potential for many exciting avenues of research.
The objective of this article is to lay out a systematic view of the data science field. The key messages are
that: (1) we need to clearly establish how we view the entire field; (2) we need to take a holistic view of activities
that comprise data science; and (3) we must establish a framework that facilitates cooperation and collaboration
among a number of disciplines.
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Abstract
Computational division of labor addresses the design and analysis of algorithms for division of labor
problems and will be one of the key issues in Future of Work. The problems deal with interactions among
multiple worker and task classes in task decomposition, worker recruitment and education, and task
assignments to AI and humans, for efficiently completing given tasks. We survey some of the related
literature and discuss challenges and open problems.

1

Introduction

Division of Labor is known as an essential factor for achieving wealth of human beings. In division of labor,
individuals and organizations acquire specialised capabilities and play different roles in a system, and either form
combinations or trade to take advantage of their and others’ capabilities.
In the recent years, more and more information on tasks is being circulated on the Internet, and there are
many labor resources accessible through it. This allows us to take the computational approach to division of
labor, in which AI and algorithm agents assign appropriate tasks to workers to achieve specific goals. There
are many studies that address topics related to division of labor. For example, many papers on crowdsourcing
address algorithms for task assignment considering given objective functions, such as price and required time.
However, division of labor is different from just “decomposing into microtasks.” Task decomposition itself does
not necessary cause division of labor, if we obtain a set of tasks each of which requires workers to have the
same set of capabilities represented by their attributes (such as skills and locations of workers). We need task
classes that require different capabilities and worker classes that have workers with different capabilities. For
example, assume that we have a set of sentences in English that needs to be translated into Braille in Japanese.
Decomposing into a set of tasks each of which translates one sentence into Braille does not cause a division of
labor, because we have only one task class that require the same skills. In contrast, decomposing them into a set
of translation tasks from English to Japanese and another set of translation tasks from Japanese into Japanese
Braille result in division of labor; then we have two task classes that require different specialized capabilities for
translation. In addition, we may be able to further decompose the obtained task classes. For example, we can find
a subclass under the English-Japanese translation task class in which the sentences require detailed knowledge
of a particular domain (e.g., Japanese pop stars). Then, workers who have the knowledge can be assigned to
the tasks in the subclass. Note that how to decompose task classes depends on the availability of workers in the
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Figure 1: Whether decisions in particular areas should be made by humans or AI [4]. The x-axis is the
predictability by AI. The y-axis is the cost per mistake. This figure states that decisions can be made by AI if it
has high predictability and low cost per mistake. We already have many things for which we can use AI (dots)
and we expect to have more things as we have improvement in predictions and algorithms (horizontal arrows),
and regulations or liability changes (vertical arrows) in the near future.
worker pool. If we had a lot of people who are good at translating English Braille into Japanese Braille, we would
have different subclasses: Translating English into Braille and translating it into Japanese one.
Adam Smith pointed out that the efficiency of division of labor comes from the following benefits: Increase
of workers’ capabilities, lower switching cost of tasks, and machines taking place of manual labor [27]. Taking
different roles and trading or combining their abilities and products has a dramatic effect; it would be impossible
for us to obtain many things today, let’s say a smartphone, in exchange for the work for several to tens of hours,
if each of us made our smartphone ourselves, without having a large amount of people who produce materials
and semiconductor chips, design the electronic circuit and user interface, develop software, etc. Computational
division of labor will be one of the important issues in Future of Work [1]. However, as we will show, this area is
still in its infancy and there are a lot of things we can do.
While we have an environment that makes us ready to pursue the computational division of labor today, there
is the demand for the computational approach. We recently noticed that worker availability can be changed in a
disease pandemic. However, one of the most important factors is the rapid growth of AI. Figure ?? shows whether
decisions in particular areas should be performed by humans or AIs at present and the potential changes in the
near future. It depends not only the predictability but also cost per mistake. As shown in the figure, we already
have a lot of things we can rely on AI, and there will be more and more in the near future, as we see improvement
to predictions and better algorithms, and regulations or liability changes. Many new kinds of commercial services
that employ new combinations of AI and human resources are emerging at a great speed. This means that AI
is important not only for implementing solutions of computational division of labor, but also as AI workers,
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Figure 2: Framework for computational division of labor
that work in collaboration with human workers. In addition, the change spreads world wide in a short period
of time; we see accelerating technology change [16] and new services and industries are deployed at a large
scale internationally. Such a scale and speed of change caused by the rapid growth of AI technology requires the
computational approach to the division of labor problems.
Note that there are a variety of tasks beyond decision tasks, which often require other capabilities than high
predictability such as flexible response, some of which are difficult for the AI today, although the situation
may change in the near future. For example, think about a conveyor belt sushi restaurant which is popular in
Japan. Although making oval-shaped rices for sushi used to be considered as an expert task that is allowed to be
performed by experienced staff members only, the advance of technology allowed machines to make the rices
in conveyor belt sushi restaurants. Even fish slices to be put onto the rice are being made by machines with AI.
However, there are many other tasks that are being performed by humans workers. They develop and teach AI,
communicate with customers, cook special kinds of sushi, and deal with non-routine issues, all of which are
difficult tasks for AI today.
In this article, we investigate problems on computational division of labor and look at the current status of
research on crowdsourcing and human-in-the-loop systems on the Internet from the division-of-labor perspective.
We chose these areas because in the near future, we expect that many jobs will be supplied by human-in-the-loop
online job platforms [8].
Paper Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain what computational
division of labor problems deal with and introduce a set of dimensions and terms to classify existing solutions for
problems related to computational division of labor. In Section 3, we look into some of existing literature and
investigate the current status. Section 4 discusses challenges and open problems.

2

Computational Division of Labor

The “computational division of labor” is not a new concept, and has been addressed in many related areas, notably
in crowdsourcing research, although the state is still in its infancy as we will show in the next section.
Figure 1 shows the framework for computational division of labor. It has two key components: task classes
and worker classes. A task class defines a set of task instances that require a specific set of capabilities in order to
perform them. A worker class defines a set of workers having a specific set of capabilities. The task and worker
classes have mutual dependence; i.e., good task decomposition results in
arg max f~(M(W, T )),
T ∈T

where W is a set of workers, T is the collection of feasible task decompositions for W , M is the appropriate
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Figure 3: Example of dividing tasks and workers into multiple classes. If we know we have software developers
in the worker pool, we can decompose the original task into a set of tasks consisting of AI development task,
AI labeling task, and human labeling task. Since the tasks include tasks for AI workers, we recruit software
developers so that AI workers are added to the worker pool.
assignment from tasks to qualified workers, and f~ is the multi objective functions that define what is good
assignment. The functions may include a variety of things, including the result quality, the expected cost due to
mistakes, and human factors related to workers [2]. In the opposite direction, what skills workers should obtain
and what kinds of AI workers should be developed are described by
arg max f~(M(W, T )),
W ∈W

where W is the collection of sets of workers augmented by T , i.e., each W ∈ W can be a set of workers with
new or better skills, or an extended set of workers with newly developed AI workers. In addition, the set of skills
the decomposed tasks require will affect how we should recruit workers.
Figure 3 gives an example process of computational division of labor for labeling tasks. If we know that we
have software developers in the worker pool, we can decompose the original task into a set of tasks consisting of
AI development tasks, easy labeling tasks (to be assigned to AI workers) and hard labeling tasks (assigned to
human workers). Since the tasks include tasks for AI workers, we recruit software developers so that AI workers
are added to the worker pool.
Assignment of workers to tasks is often determined by considering not only short-term benefits (such as time,
quality, cost) for requesters, but long-term benefits, such as social sustainability and inclusion, with the three
important benefits (skill improvement, low switching cost, and AI utilization) of division of labor considered.
The essential part of division of labor in the framework is that there must be a variety of task classes, each of
which requires different expertise or abilities to complete them. Division of labor can lead to efficient society by
exploiting the following advantages [27]:
Increase of Workers’ Capabilities Some tasks may require special expertise and workers need to have experiences or be trained for doing a good job on the task. This sometimes requires long-term commitment of
workers to a set of tasks that require particular capabilities.
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Figure 4: Two views of a solution space of computational division of labor and the current status of solutions in
related topics. On the left is the view with instnace-level mutability class dimentions. On the right is one with
class-level dynamicity dimensions. Underlined Topics deal with both of human and AI workers, while the others
deal with human workers only.
Lower Switching Cost Cost for switching into completely new tasks is generally high for humans. Taking into
this factor when assigning tasks to human workers increase the efficiency of manual labor.
Machine (AI) Taking Place of Manual Labor Dividing the task into sub-tasks can increase the opportunities
for machines (AI workers) to do the task, if the task is appropriately extracted so that the AI worker is
capable of doing the task. In order to achieve this, we need to address meta-level algorithms that explicitly
deal with capabilities of available AI workers.

3

Related Research and Current Status

There is a lot of research done related to computational division of labor. This section tries to organize relevant
topics especially in the area of human-in-the-loop database systems, crowdsourcing and machine learning.
Although crowdsourcing research generally focuses on the case where workers are human workers and the
objective functions are given in terms of each workflow (e.g., quality, time, money), there are papers that address
important components of division of labor such as task and worker classes and the three benefits. Human-inthe-loop database systems combine human and AI workers in the way that human workers collect data that are
not stored in the current snapshot of database. Regarding the division of labor between humans and AI workers,
machine learning plays an essential role in some division of labor problems. Some studies such as supervised
learning focus on addressing how to replace human labor by teaching AIs via a dynamic interaction between AIs
and human workers.

3.1

Dimensions and Overview

Existing solutions for problems related to computational division of labor can be seen from the division of labor
perspective by placing them in a space with the dimensions related to task and worker classes, such as follows:
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Figure 5: Active learning from the perspective of computational division of labor. The active learner is a colleague
AI worker of human workers, who controls the task assignment.
A. Instance level mutability of Task and Worker Classes. The dimentions represents the interaction between
task (or worker) classes and their instances with the three categories:
Known Immutable The solution assumes that we already know which class each task or worker belongs to, and
the instance-of relationship does not change.
Unknown Immutable The solution does not know which class each task or worker belongs to at first, but the
instance-of relationship does not change once it decides the membership.
Mutable The solution changes the instance-of relationship according to a change of situation. Thus the number
of instances of each class changes.
For example, some research papers classify crowd workers into novice and expert workers. Other papers
classify them into groups each of which contains similar workers in terms of accuracy per labels. If a method
assumes that we know who are novice and expert workers in advance, it is labeled with “Known Immutable.” If a
method measures the workers’ skills and put them into classes only once, it is labeled with “Unknown Immutable.”
If a method regularly checks the skills and changes the memberships accordingly, it is labeled with “Mutable.” An
example with task classes is as follows: If a complex workflow is required in an application, the workflow may
contain different kinds of tasks, such as find, fix and verification tasks [3], which are connected to each other in
the workflow. If the solution takes as input such a workflow and does not decompose it, it is labeled with “known
Immutable.” If a method decomposes the tasks into smaller ones, it is labeled with “Mutable.” Another example
is the case where we have a set of data labeling tasks and find a subset of the data labeling tasks appropriate
for training AI workers. Then the set of tasks will be a new task class. A method to find such a subset is either
“Unknown Immutable” or “Mutable” depending on whether it updates it during the execution or not.
B. Class-level Dynamicity of Task and Worker Classes. The dimensions represent the interaction between
task and worker classes with the three categories:
Fixed The solution assumes that the set of task or worker classes is fixed and always contains their instances.
Independent The solution allows that task (or worker) classes can be added or deleted during the execution, and
such operation is done independent of worker (or task) classes.
Responsive The solution adds or deletes tasks or worker classes during the execution, and the action is affected
by the situation in their counterpart (e.g., changes in worker classes cause the division of task classes).
For example, a task decomposition method may not look at available workers at all. Such a method is labeled
with “Independent.” Another may consider the current availability of workers before the task decomposition.
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Such a method is labeled with “Responsive.” Responsiveness is definitely the potential benefit of computational
division of labor, which will be useful in situations such as COVID-19 pandemic where we encounter a sudden
change in labor resources.
Figure 4 puts some of the related topics (details will be shown in Figure 6) in the three dimension space.
The results show that, at this moment, there are a limited number of studies that deal with responsive class
generation. They deal with the two cases where (1) they assume human workers only and do not deal with
automatic task decomposition and workflow optimization, and (2) they deal with human and AI workers for
simple data labeling tasks. In contrast, there are few studies that deal with dynamic task and worker classes
containing AI workers. Many studies focus on dynamicity of either worker or task classes only. Among the three
benefits of division of labor, few studies focus on the problem of lowering switching cost. Some address the
problem of improving workers’ skills, and having Machine (AI) take place of manual labor, but the they addressed
the problems independently. Most of the objective functions are defined in terms of short-term, requester-centric
views on each workflow.
C. Controller of Division of Labor. In addition, there are different approaches on who controls the division of
labor. The followings are potential subjects that control the division of labor process.
Boss There are approaches that assume a subject other than workers, who mainly takes care of the task decomposition, assignment, recruitment, etc. The boss can be a human, an AI agent, or a human-in-the-loop
algorithm.
Colleague There are some cases where one of the workers decides who perform what tasks. For example, we
can view active learning methods in the division of labor perspective as follows. We have two types of
workers (a machine learner and humans), where the decision maker who assigns tasks for data labeling is
the learner (Figure 5).
No one There is nobody who explicitly controls the division of labor. Rather, how it goes is incorporated in the
design of the framework, such as incentive design, to implement “invisible hands.” The task decomposition,
assignment, education, recruitment, etc. are implemented as the result of every participant’s action in the
process of pursuit of their own gain.

3.2

Computational Division of labor View of Existing Studies

Figure 6 shows some of the related works that satisfy one of the following conditions: (1) The work deals with
more than one task or worker classes (2) the work addresses issues related to benefits of division of labor increasing workers’ capabilities, lower switching cost, and AI workers taking place of manual labor.
Quality-Aware Microtask Assignment. For finite pool data categorization, there are approaches to assign
appropriate tasks to different classes of workers to improve the result quality. For example, [18] discusses how to
assign the categorization tasks to two categories of human workers, namely, experts and crowd workers, and an
AI worker (a classifier model), in order to achieve high quality results. In the method, the AI worker is considered
as a worker that responds to all the tasks that have been assigned to no human workers when the budget is run out.
The method dynamically estimates the result quality in a situation that we train the AI worker with tasks labeled
by humans and assign the rest of tasks to the trained AI worker. In terms of class-level dynamicity, it does not
change task or worker classes during the execution. Furthermore, it always assumes to use a particular AI worker
whose algorithm is known and does not accept AI workers that are developed by crowd workers.
Spatial Crowdsourcing. In spatial crowdsourcing, tasks and workers are associated to locations. Logically, we
can think of many subclasses of each of the task and worker class, defined by their locations. The (sub-)class
of each task or worker is known because we know their locations. In some settings, workers move thus the the
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Topic

Examples

Task Classes and Relationship with their
Instances

Worker Classes and
Relationship
with
their Instances

Class-level Dynamicity and Interaction

Objective Functions
and Constraints

Controller

QualityAware
Microtask
Assignment
Spatial
Crowdsoucring Task
Assignment

[18]

Three
subclasses
(Crowd, Expert, AI)
of a data labeling
task class. Mutable
Subclasses of a spatial task class with
different locations.
Known Immutable

Three
classes
(Crowd, Expert, AI).
Known Immutable

No change at task and worker
class levels.

Better quality with a
limited budget

Boss (AI)

Classes for human
workers in different
locations.
Known
Immutable or Mutable

Task and Worker classes can be
added and deleted dynamically,
but independent of each other.

Boss (AI)

Active Learning

[31, 22,
32, 9]
[13]

Two classes (AI and
Human) known Immutable.
One human worker
class and many
AI worker classes
for different skills.
Unknown Immutable

No change at task and worker
class levels.

Working
with a Large
Number of
Data
Labeling
AI
Workers

Subclasses (easy and
hard) of a data labeling task. Mutable
Subclasses of a data
labeling task class for
human and AI workers. Mutable

Maximizing
total
number of assignments, Optimized for
average performance,
Maximizing
total
payoff, etc.
Better machine learning models

Two classes for easy
and hard labeling
tasks.
Unknown
Immutable.
Many dynamicallygenerated
classes.
Mutable.

Two classes for AI
and Human. Known
Immutable

Many classes with
different roles. Anyone can propose new
role and edit role
structure. Mutable.
Complex workflow
consists of several
tasks that require
different capabilities.
Known Immutable
One for speech transcription. Known Immutable

Two (Team leader
and team members).
Known Immutable

Task classes are first defined by
the leader, but can be reconfigured manually by anyone during the execution.

Many classes with
different capabilities
and wage expectation.
Known Immutable
N subclasses. Workers are divided into
each subclass based
on current skill distribution. Mutable
Two (Mentor and Intern worker). Known
Immutable.

[29]

[11]

Task Decomposition

[14]

Team Formation

[30]

[21]

HumanFactor Aware
Microtask
Assignment

[15]

[28]

[20]

Educational
Process
between
Human and
AI

[24, 17,
5, 10]

Crowd
Databases

[6, 19]

Each task will be broken down by the mentor into several subtasks only once. Unknown Immutable.
Many: each task has
different content and
requirements associated to keywords.
Known Immutable
Two classes (tasks
for education and
not) of data labeling
tasks.
They are
Known Immutable in
[10], and Mutable in
the others.
Many Tasks (filtering, join, etc.). Mutable

Colleague
(AI)

Automatic subclass generation
and assignment triggered by
dynamic estimation of AI
worker performance

Quality and speed of
task completion

Boss (AI)

Task classes are computed
once based on a task prioritization algorithm before assignment
Task classes are dynamically
generated, according to workers’ judgement.

Better performance
of AI Workers

Boss (AI)

Boss
(human
workers)

No change at task and worker
class levels. The algorithm
optimally forms groups with
available workers pool

Completing
tasks
with the crowd. Each
task must be done for
a fixed price
Organizing the teams
to accomplish complex work with deadline of six weeks and
budget.
Worker-worker affinity and upper critical
mass with skill and
cost constraint

No change at task and worker
class levels.

Skill, Psychological
Stress

Boss (AI)

No change at task and worker
class level.

Better learning of intern worker

Boss
(Human)

Many: each worker
has different interests associated to
keywords.
Known
Immutable
Two classes (Human
and teaching AI).
Known Immutable.

No change at task and worker
class level. However, correspondences between task and
worker classes are dynamically
changed.
No change at task and worker
class level.

Worker Motivation,
Task relevance, and
Task diversity

Boss (AI)

AI learns effective
teaching
schemes
and humans get
higher ability to the
task.

Colleague
(AI)

Two (Humans and
DBMS). Known Immutable

Task classes are determined in
the optimization phase based
on the data statistics and fixed
before the execution.

Monetary cost, Quality

Colleague
(AI)

One (human workers).
Known immutable.

Colleague
(Human)
and Boss
(Human)
Boss (AI)

Figure 6: Division-of-Labor view of some of related research topics that deal with at least more than one worker
or task class or address issues related to benefits of division of labor
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Figure 7: The method proposed in [13]. Each AI worker is assumed to cluster tasks, regardless of how it is
implemented (left). The method conducts statistical tests to find whether all tasks in each task cluster is associated
to a particular label, by looking at the labels given by human workers (Right). Here, Twi,j means the jth task
cluster of AI worker i. a and b are labels given by human workers.
worker classes they belong to are mutable. The task (worker) classes can be added and deleted dynamically as
their instances appear and disappear, independently of workers (tasks).
Active Learning. Active learning interacts with human workers to (i) ask humans to make training data for data
instances specified by an AI worker and (ii) receive the training data from humans to better learn the way to work
[26]. Some active learning methods are aware of the performance of each worker and assign tasks to specific
workers [22, 31]. In this discussion, we need to clearly distinguish the two roles of AI workers; a controller of task
allocation to task classes and a task executor. The task allocation controller is a subject that organizes the dynamic
allocation of data labeling tasks to the task class for human workers (i.e., hard task class), while a task executor is
a subject that accomplishes data labeling tasks that could be assigned to human workers. From the viewpoint of
the division of labor between humans and AIs, it is helpful to recognize that these active learning systems play
two different roles because we potentially can find more flexible way to design AI components, e.g., working
with a large number of task executor AIs, which we explain later. While the typical goal of active learning is
to take over the human labor on data labeling tasks as a task executor, the allocation function is elaborated in
some active learning models proposed so far. For example, Fang et al. [5] proposed an active learning model that
encourages human learning by selecting a pair of workers having different skills to work together on the same
data labeling task. Another example can be found in active learning that dynamically estimates the difficulty of
tasks and assign only difficult tasks to workers of domain expert for minimizing the labor cost [9, 18, 32]. In
terms of class-level dynamicity, no change happens on the task an dworker classes in active learning systems.
Working with a Large Number of Data Labeling AI Workers. There are studies on labeling a finite number
of data items with not only human workers but also a large number of AI workers. The paper [13] proposes
HACTAP (Human+AI Crowd Task Assignment Problem) that allows black box AI workers to join the workflow
during its execution and assigns tasks to them if the high quality result is expected. Figure 7 shows the proposed
method shown in [13]. Their method does not assume any particular model implemented in each AI worker.
Rather, they assume that each AI worker outputs task clusters (which correspond to task (sub) classes in this
paper) (Figure 7(left)). A task cluster will be meaningful if all tasks in each task cluster are associated to the same
label. Therefore, the method conducts statistical tests to know whether each cluster corresponds to a particular
label, by looking at the labels given by human workers. If the task cluster passes the test, all tasks in the cluster
will be assigned to the AI worker. The method allows dynamic task assignment according to the available AI
workers at each time, but the workflow is limited to a simple labeling task. The paper [11] presents a batch
prioritization of data labeling tasks that allows a large number of black box AI workers to be efficiently trained.
It statically assigns tasks to humans in advance before the task execution so that it effectively train AI workers
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independent of their underlying models. Thus, it can train a large number of blackbox AI workers with different
underlying models in parallel. In terms of class-level dynamicity, there are only two fixed classes for tasks and
workers. However, their hard labeling tasks are carefully chosen so that the tasks are effective for training AI
workers with any underlying models.
Task Decomposition. There are studies to ask human workers to do task decomposition. For example, [14]
proposes the PDS (Price-Divide-Solve) algorithm to ask crowd workers to decomposed tasks into smaller ones.
The result workflow contains a diverse set of microtasks whose results are merged to produce the final product.
Worker classes are not explicitly dealt with in the algorithm, but they assume that each task is done with the fixed
payment (20 cents, in their implementation). This implies that it assumes that the task is easy enough so that we
can easily find workers that do the task with the payment in crowdsourcing platforms.
Team Formation. There are studies on how to configure teams to solve complex problems. [30] proposed
flash-organization which enables us to hire expert crowd workers into role structures and dynamically reconfigure
the structure via version control. [21] proposed an optimization model for task assignment in a collaborative
crowdsourcing environment and proposed optimization algorithms with theoretical guarantees. From the aspect
of the computational division of labor, [30] allows human workers to change task classes, but it is not automatic,
while [21] performs automatic task assignment at class-level, but does not allow dynamic change at the class
level. Assignment to AI workers is not discussed in both of them.
Human-Factor Aware Microtask Assignment. While many crowdsourcing studies have assumed that anonymous workers have the same role, every human being is different, i.e. what tasks the workers are good at, what
motivates them, and what they are doing the task for, are different for each person. Thus, considering the human
rights of workers, it is natural to take into account the worker’s perspective, in other words, it is important to
consider who, when, and which task should be performed by whom. Therefore, the number of worker class is
usually plural in this topic. Recently, the importance of human-factor in crowdsourcing has been argued [2],
and task assignment research has been addressed in line with this perspective. For example, [36] considers
psychological stress, [20] considers motivation, and [28] considers worker’s learning. Class-level dynamicity is
not addressed in this topic.
Educational Process between Humans and AI. Assigning a task to workers with appropriate ability is important
for efficient problem solving. Increasing workers’ skills is an important issue in division of labor, from the
viewpoint of obtaining high-quality task results in the long term. For this problem, there are studies dealing
with the interactive educational process between humans and AI. In this process, the AI learns the optimal task
assignment to maximize the learning effect for human workers. These researches give us new insight into the task
division from the viewpoint of the cultivation of expert human workers. However, the existing studies discuss
improving skills within a particulars task class. From the division of labor view, it is important to address the
problem of improving skills across task classes in different workflows.
Crowd Databases. Crowd Databases such as CrowdDB[6] and Deco[19] employ human workers to obtain data
that are not stored in the current snapshot of database in the storage. The workflow contains a variety of tasks
such as data entry, selections, join, ordering, while it does not explicitly deal with worker classes and attributes.
The optimization of workflow is based on the data statistics, rather than worker availability and their skills.

4

Challenges and Open Problems

As shown in Section 3, although there have been many studies that address topics relevant to computational
division of labor, this area is still in its infancy. In most studies, problems such as task decomposition, worker
recruitment and education, are discussed with particular assumptions on available workers and decomposed tasks.
There are only a few studies that deal with dynamic interactions between the skills of available workers and task
decomposition, and that focus on benefits of division of labor in their objective functions. Given the current status,
this section discusses challenges and some of open problems in computational division of labor with human and
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AI workers.

4.1

Workers to Tasks

Knowing Relevant and Qualified AI Workers. The decomposed tasks include those to be performed by human
and AI workers. However, AI workers are more diverse to each other in the skills than human workers. If a task
is given, finding AI workers that we can be employed in its decomposed tasks will be a challenge.
Worker-Conscious Task Decomposition. In the existing research, the task decomposition is conducted once
before the execution, assuming the simple assumption on workers (e.g., there are enough number of workers in
the worker pool who are able to perform every task). Task decomposition schemes that are more conscious of
the available workers in the pool will be an interesting issue. Another interesting issues is the tailor-made task
extraction schemes; if a worker shows an interested in the project, the system extracts a task for him considering
her skills and other constraints. If we include AI workers in the worker pool, workers will be more diverse in
their speed, skills, and appropriate interfaces. An AI worker handles a bundle of tasks better than performing
each task one by one. We need to deal with such a diversity.
On-the-Fly Workflow Switch without Stopping Its Execution. The situation of worker pool sometimes
changes as time goes. For example, workers in Japan usually sleep at night in Japan Time and there will be a lower
number of workers who can process Japanese. If a pandemic happens, worker distributions will dramatically
change. Reassembling tasks and switch to new ones should be done without stopping its execution, while keeping
a certain service level. When workers change, it would be inefficient to calculate the optimal solution from scratch
each time a change occurs. Therefore, optimization mechanism that adapts to changes of workers and tasks, e.g.,
incremental algorithm, is becoming more important than before. As a preceding study, an incremental algorithm
for finding an optimum worker assignment when a worker set changes is proposed [23].

4.2

Tasks to Workers

Incentive Design for Recruiting and Developing AI Workers. Tasks registered in the task pool for human
workers do not necessarily require human workers and sometimes can be processed by AI workers. For example,
active learners that are appropriately trained with crowdsourced labels sometimes output good quality results [31].
In some cases, we may be able to ask AI workers to performs most of a tremendous number of tasks. If we gave a
good incentive to people, they would search for or develop their AI workers to perform the available tasks. The
open question is how to design such an incentive. Effective and fair payment framework for AI developers needs
to be investigated.
Psychological Stress Management of Human Workers. Job change is one of the things that give psychological
stress to people [7]. Therefore, the responsiveness introduced by computational division of labor may cause
additional psychological stress. We need to take into consideration the skill of workers, the types of tasks they
have done so far, and their long-term career plans.
Matching of Supply and Demand of Skills. Mismatch of supply and demand of skills cause problems in lack
and excess in labor resources. Developing ways to make the demand of the required skills visible will affect
workers on choosing skills to learn and designing their long-term career for their future.
Education Strategies for Human and AI Workers. Most existing research for educating people in crowdsourcing settings all targets a particular set of microtasks. Extracting common skills from the task markets and provide
educations for workers will be indispensable for the efficient learning and education strategies.

4.3

Holistic Perspective

Integration of Human and AI Worker Results. We naturally obtain diversity with human workers. Therefore,
many existing studies on integrating results from crowd workers assumes the diversity. In contrast, a set of AI
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workers may implement similar algorithm and we may not able to consider them to make completely independent
decisions.
Human-in-the-Loop Division of Labor Algorithms. Division of labor itself can be implemented with AI and
human computation. Many problems in computational division of labor themselves can be regarded as “tasks.”
Thus, they can be implemented with AI and human computation. For example, “optimization algorithm for task
decomposition” in which workers contribute their computational power to some part of optimization would be an
algorithm design of great interest.
Social-Level Objective Functions. Most of related literature that address optimization problems has objective
functions at a requester or a worker level. However, optimization focusing on the project-level efficiency only
often concludes that working with only a few high performers is the best solution. In addition, platform-based
recruitment of workers often cause price discrimination and exclusion of particular groups of workers [25].
Taking care of social-level objective functions, such as achieving inclusive labor markets, will be an important
open problem.

5

Conclusion

In the recent years, more and more information on tasks is being circulated on the internet, and there are many
labor resources accessible through it. In addition, we see the rapid growth of AI technology that allows us to have
them workers for our tasks. This motivates us to take the computational approach to division of labor, in which
we use AI agents that implement algorithms to assign appropriate tasks to human and AI workers to achieve
specific goals. This paper investigated problems on computational division of labor around crowdsourcing and
data-centric human-in-the-loop systems research. We explained what computational division of labor problems
deal with and introduced a set of dimensions and terms to classify existing solutions for problems related to this
topic. We identified the current status of this topic and showed that there are a number of interesting research
challenges.
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Abstract
The success of artificial intelligence (AI) is inseparable from large-scale and high-quality data, which is
not always available. Involving human forces like crowdsourcing can help provide more training data and
improve data quality for AI tasks. But with more privacy concerns and stricter laws, the data isolation
problem is becoming worse, just when federated learning (FL) has emerged as a promising solution. In
this article, we highlight the core issues in federated learning in the lens of crowdsourcing, including
privacy and security, incentive mechanism, communication optimization and quality control. We expect to
inspire the design of federated learning systems with existing crowdsourcing techniques. We also discuss
emerging future challenges to implement a fully fledged federated learning platform.

1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has come to a golden age. With the help of big data, new learning algorithms and
powerful computing hardware, AI has shown huge potential in many real-life applications, such as image
recognition and text processing. However, its success highly relies on large-scale and high-quality training data,
which is not always available.
Involving human forces proves effective in either providing more training data or improving the data quality
for AI tasks. In particular, crowdsourcing [1, 2], is one of the most practical solutions to data problems in AI. It is
a computation paradigm where humans are gathered to collaboratively accomplish easy tasks. A representative
example of crowdsourcing empowered AI is the famous ImageNet project [3], where most pictures are labeled
by crowdsourced workers. The Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is one of the most successful commercial
crowdsourcing platforms, where a large number of data labeling tasks with monetary rewards are provided by AI
practitioners for freelancers.
The lack of large-scale training data is becoming more severe in recent years. In many industries, data are
often isolated by different companies or organizations. Because of commercial competition and administrative
issues, they would not like to share their data. They have to train models separately with their own data but the
performance is often unsatisfactory due to the lack of data. Meanwhile, with people’s increasing awareness on
data security and individual privacy, data privacy in AI is becoming increasingly important. Many countries
are enacting strict laws to protect the data privacy of their citizens. For example, EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) which was enforced on May 25, 2018, has stipulated that any use of personal data in a
company must be authorized by the data owners. Therefore, privacy issues exacerbate the data isolation problem.
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Figure 1: Comparison between crowdsourcing and federated learning.
Federated learning (FL) [4, 5, 6] has emerged as a promising solution to the data isolation problem in AI.
First proposed by Google, FL aims to collaboratively build machine learning models with data from massive
mobile devices without violating data privacy. As with crowdsourcing, FL also organizes humans, their devices
and data, to collaborate on specific tasks. Therefore, FL can be considered as a special form of crowdsourcing. In
this paper, we propose to understand federated learning from the lens of crowdsourcing. The characteristics of FL
in the core issues of generic crowdsourcing and the unique issues of FL are summarized as below.
• Privacy and security. The most important issue in FL is privacy protection, whereas privacy is of less
concerns in general crowdsourcing. Secure machine learning algorithms often play a central role in FL.
• Incentive mechanism. Both FL and general crowdsourcing need to motivate participants. However,
there are two differences. The incentive mechanism in many crowdsourcing applications is based on the
Business-to-customer (B2C) mode while in FL it can also be the Business-to-business (B2B) mode, as the
participators in FL can be different companies. The incentive procedure in crowdsourcing is often a single
round, while in FL it takes multiple rounds following the training steps in machine learning, which makes
the design of incentive mechanisms more difficult.
• Communication optimization. In crowdsourcing the communication overhead is usually not a problem
as each participant only has to submit small data (like the label of a picture) for a single round. However,
in FL it can be a core issue because the training process often involves frequent communication of high
dimensional gradients.
• Quality control. Optimizing the collaboration results is crucial both in crowdsourcing and FL. The
difference is that in crowdsourcing the task is simple and the focus is to improve the accuracy of integrated
results with a constrained budget. The task in FL is more complicated, and the focus lies in how to deal
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Figure 2: Completely periodic protection in federated learning.
with the heterogeneity of different parties such as non independently and identically distributed data and
imbalanced computation resources.
• Task assignment. Task assignment is a core component in a crowdsourcing platform [7, 8], which needs
to manage massive tasks and workers and to effectively allocate the resources. The assignment results can
decide the practical performance of the platform. In FL, task assignment may not be an issue, as there is
only one learning task in most cases.
This paper discusses the above core issues in federated learning from the perspective of crowdsourcing. The
aim is to inspire the design of federated learning systems with existing techniques in crowdsourcing platforms. We
also pinpoint future challenges to implement a fully fledged federated learning platform following the principles
of crowdsourcing.

2

Privacy and Security

In general crowdsourcing, workers and users only provide some necessary information such as worker skills or
positions which only leaks little privacy. Existing privacy protection techniques like anonymization and encryption
are sufficient to protect such information. However, in federated learning, the protection object becomes massive
user data which is more sensitive and easier to leak privacy when external knowledge is used. Furthermore,
compared with crowdsourcing, federated learning makes it harder to judge the benignity of user uploads. This is
because machine learning models are black boxes and it is non-trivial to explain the contribution of user uploads.
Accordingly, it is possible for malicious users to upload information and thwart model training.
A federated learning system is expected to offer periodic protection on both user data privacy and model
security, as shown in Figure 2. Specifically, a safe-to-use federated learning framework should (i) collect and use
user data privately and (ii) ensure that the model converges without poisoning and will not be stolen.
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2.1

Data Privacy Protection

In federated learning, for each participator, the server and other participators cannot be easily trusted. Direct
uploading of raw data can lead to privacy leaks. Uploading model parameters instead of raw data seems safer,
which is also allowed in the most recognized algorithm FedAvg [5]. Some recent findings, however, show that
only with model parameters, a malicious attacker can still deploy inference attack to judge membership or even
reconstruct the raw data [9]. Therefore, we need to design privacy protection protocols for federated learning,
which mainly include two techniques: perturbation and encryption.
Perturbation. Perturbation techniques require participators to inject noise to their raw data or intermediate
results, making others hard to infer what they have uploaded. To quantitatively analyze the degree of noise
injection, a widely accepted measure is differential privacy (DP), proposed by Dwork [10]. Its idea is to quantify
the degree of indistinguishability by probability distributions. The DP measurement is firstly brought up and
applied in database. In the field of federated learning, however, a big challenge derives from the long iterative
process and from massively distributed data. For each participator and in each iteration, DP should always be
satisfied. Ensuring such strict privacy protection requires strong noise to be injected, which severely deteriorates
data accuracy. To prevent privacy cost from boosting wildly with iteration rounds, moments accountant [11] has
been proposed. It can make the privacy budget increase sub-linearly (square root) to iteration rounds. As for
large node numbers, shuffle model [12] techniques effectively cut down privacy budgets by ensuring anonymity.
Besides supervised learning, DP has also been applied to unsupervised algorithms like topic modeling [13, 14].
Encryption. Perturbation technique can be considered as a balance between privacy levels and data accuracy.
Nevertheless, perfect secrecy cannot be achieved as exposure of little private information always exists. Encryption
techniques, on the other hand, aim to directly circumvent such exposure, i.e., to calculate via ciphertexts. Several
existing encryption techniques can be applied to federated learning, such as secure multiparty computation (SMC),
homomorphic encryption (HE) and garbled circuits (GC). Bonawitz et al use pseudo random vectors as a mask to
cover the raw updates and those random vectors can neutralize each other after aggregation [15]. Using HE to
protect user privacy demands a protocol via which the server can aggregate the ciphertexts from each device and
finally decipher the result [16]. Besides software level solutions, hardware solutions are also worth considering
such as the trusted execution environment (TEE).

2.2

Model Security Protection

Model security refers to that the model converges to a global optimum and the results can be used safely. Model
security can be violated by multiple types of attacks.
Byzantine Attack. Byzantine attack is a classical attack in distributed networks. Attackers aim to disturb the
model training process and make the model unable to converge. In FL, the malicious nodes (Byzantine nodes)
will upload random vectors to mislead the aggregated gradient descent direction and thus obstruct the model
convergence. The core idea to detect Byzantine attack is to evaluate and to spot the outliers among user uploads.
Intuitively, examining the angle between different vectors’ directions may be a solution [17]. Another intuitive
way is to use the distance to median values as an outlier judgement and its effectiveness is also verified in [18].
By maintaining a non-Byzantine node set while training, the later solution reaches lower time complexity.
Backdoor Attack. By deploying Byzantine attack detection techniques, we can ensure the convergence of
model training. However, some higher-level attackers (nodes) can cheat the Byzantine detector by uploading
plausible updates and force the model to converge to a point where some subtasks or intentionally designed
misclassification are achieved. For example, the attacker may hope to make a spelling prompt model always
provide some specific words (A restaurant owner hopes her restaurant name be prompted after a user types “My
favorite restaurant is...”). To realize this, unlike Byzantine attackers who simply upload random vectors, they
will use data poisoning or model poisoning techniques. The purpose of data poisoning is to train models with
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intentionally mislabeled or polluted data while model poisoning refers to that malicious nodes train and upload
local models with training goals different from the global model. To tackle data or model poisoning, we can
evaluate the approximated loss upper bound and remove outliers before local model aggregation [19].
Model Stealing. Equipped with Byzantine and backdoor attack detectors, a federated learning system is able to
safely train a model. However, we also need to provide protection for model use. Model stealing happens when
the model is confidential and can only be used via APIs (i.e., Machine-Learning-as-a-Service, MLaaS). In that
case, attackers may use the APIs to infer the model structure and parameters, and the confidential information
of the model is exposed. In federated learning, this may happen when one of the participators wants to forcibly
occupy all the outcomes. To prevent this, we can deploy a detector to examine the frequency of API queries and
judge whether the query sequence is benign [20].

3

Incentive Mechanism

Both general crowdsourcing and FL involve multiple human participators. Thus suitable incentive mechanisms
are necessary to attract people to actively contribute to the tasks. In traditional crowdsourcing, some tasks may be
less attractive to workers due to distance, difficulty or other reasons. Therefore, the platform needs to motivate the
workers with additional rewards [21]. For FL, incentive mechanism design is more difficult. This is because the
black-box nature of many machine learning models makes it tricky to evaluate each participator’s contribution.
Furthermore, the number of participators in FL, especially in cross-device settings, can be much larger than in
traditional crowdsourcing.
The mechanisms for FL should be incentive-compatible and fairness-aware. They can be accomplished
before, during and after training process, as shown in Figure 3.
Mechanisms before Training. Designing mechanisms to incite participators before training means to establish
suitable rules for data trading. In the past decade several data markets and data sharing platforms such as Dawex1 ,
Xignite2 and WorldQuant3 have been developed. They all hope to build a data trading platform where companies
1

https://www.dawex.com
https://www.xignite.com
3
https://www.worldquant.com
2
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and users can buy, sell and exchange data with satisfactory prices to all parties. However, this goal is hard to
reach. As Fernandez et al point out, different combinations of data may produce different levels of values[22], so
instead of setting static price for data, people seek to find dynamic evaluation methods.
Mechanisms during Training. The goal of designing mechanisms during training is to incite the participators
to use their best data for training. To achieve the goal, participators who contribute the most deserve the highest
reward. Many researchers model the training process as a Stackelberg game[23]. There are two stages in this
setting. In the first stage, the server receives updates from each user and distributes rewards base on their
contributions to the model. In the second stage, users change their update strategies based on the rewards they
receive. Then the cycle repeats until all the server and users converge to equilibrium. Chen et al study mechanism
design of federated learning from a game theoretical and optimization perspective. Recent years blockchain
emerges as a novel technique and raises wide-spread research enthusiasm. It is also an alternative technique to
design incentive mechanisms. One way to combine blockchain with mechanism design is to build a reputation
record by the blockchain[24]. Owing to the immutability and consensus of blockchain, users’ reputation would be
hard to recover once it gets damaged and thus the participators will behave honestly to maintain their reputations.
Mechanisms after Training. In cross-silo federated learning settings the companies cooperate with each other
to train a global model and the rewards (profits) mainly come from the model use. Distributing the profits fairly
requires designing mechanisms that can evaluate each entity’s contribution to the final model. Shapley value is a
classical concept in game theory to evaluate contributions and can also be applied in profit sharing in federated
learning. The drawback is that the calculation of Shapley values is time-consuming. As a result, Song et al
propose a novel accleration technique to make it practical[25].

4

Communication Optimization

Crowdsourcing platforms usually do not care the communication overhead. Tasks like labeling the images
require the workers to upload very few data for a single round. The workers can submit their results separately
and occasionally. Hence there is not much pressure on the server’s communication bandwidth. However, the
communication cost becomes a primary bottleneck for FL. Model training algorithms like the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) take a large number of rounds to converge. Besides, unlike the powerful servers in distributed
learning, the nodes in FL are massively distributed mobile devices with limited communication bandwidth and
active time, which makes the problem even more challenging.
Many methods have been proposed to improve the communication efficiency of FL. Two basic ideas are to
either reduce the number of interactions between parties and the server or to compress the data in transmission.
These two ideas can also be combined. Some representative techniques are explained as below.

4.1

Interactive Number Reduction

There are three different ways to reduce the number of interactions during the federated learning process: client
sampling, local updating, and decentralized training.
Client Sampling. In a cross-device federated learning scenario, there are usually millions of devices in participation, which makes round-robin strategies impossible to work. The server has to sample some parties in each round
for faster convergence and the accuracy should be compromised. The client sampling trick usually does not work
alone. In some earliest works of FL such as Federated Optimization [26] and FedAvg [5], random sampling over
multiple parties is used during the training process. Afterwards, it is applied by other works on cross-device FL
by default. Most of them still use the simplest uniformly random sampling method. Some consider choosing the
clients conditionally. For example, FedCS [27] actively manages the clients based on their resource conditions.
Reinforcement learning techniques have also been applied to adaptively sample more suitable clients [28].
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Figure 4: Communication optimization techniques in federated learning.
Local Updating. The local updating techniques are first proposed to improve the communication efficiency in
distributed learning and they can also work well in FL. Some approaches use primal-dual methods to decompose
a global objective into many subproblems that can be solved in parallel. Therefore the communication rounds can
be effectively reduced. However, in FL some trivial ideas have shown good empirical performance. The most
commonly used algorithm FedAvg [5] is based on local SGD and global averaging. An extension [29] uses more
adaptive local updating methods like ADAGRAD, ADAM and YOGI.
Decentralized Training. Decentralized learning algorithms can effectively reduce the communication overhead
on the server side by apportioning them to each client. Many existing works on decentralized learning can also be
applied in FL, such as decentralized training algorithms of linear classifiers [30] and deep neural networks [31].
Some other works are based on special network structures. In [32], it considers the problem that the distributed
nodes can only communicate to their neighbors on a fixed communication graph in machine learning and devises
a gossip algorithm for average consensus with convergence guarantees. In [33], a dynamic peer-to-peer network
environment is considered and a novel decentralized FL framework BrainTorrent is proposed.

4.2

Interactive Data Compression

Another way to reduce communication cost is to compress the data in transmission directly. Many existing FL
works follow the model compression approaches in machine learning, such as sparsificaion and quantization.
Some others apply data structures like sketch to re-encode the gradients.
Compression with Sparsificaion and Quantization. One of the pioneering works in FL [4] focuses on improving the communication efficiency by random mask structures as well as a combination of quantization, random
rotations, and subsampling to compress the model parameters. The distributed mean estimation problem is
studied in [34] and an communication-efficient compressing algorithm using constant number of bits is devised.
In [35], it proposes Deep Gradient Compression (DGC) in cross-device distributed learning setting which can
greatly reduce the communication bandwidth by 99%. Two different strategies named extrapolation compression
and difference compression are proposed in [36], combined with a decentralized training algorithm. A special
quantization-based technique for gradient compression in FL is proposed in [37], combined with a periodic
averaging learning algorithm.
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Compression with Sketch. A probabilistic data structure for compressing big streaming data, the sketch [38],
is also used in gradient compression. To find heavy hitters (most frequent items) in the federated setting, a
sketch-based algorithm with local differential privacy is proposed in [39]. To compress sparse and nonuniform
gradient in distributed machine learning, MinMaxSketch is designed in [40], which uses a quantile sketch to sort
gradients into buckets. Another similar approach, the Sketched-SGD, is proposed in [41]. It is demonstrated to
have a 40x reduction in total communication cost with no loss in final model performance. In [42], the authors
prove that Count sketch without additional noise can satisfy the notion of differential privacy (DP) under specific
assumptions, which is also known as “privacy for free”.

5

Quality Control

The heterogeneity of workers in crowdsourcing results in the quality variation of aggregated results. The purpose
of quality control is to quantify the heterogeneous quality of workers and tasks and effectively aggregate results
to ensure high-quality task completion. Similarly, there is also the heterogeneity problem in FL participants,
especially in cross-device scenarios. Thus quality control is also important for FL. Different from quality control
techniques in crowdsourcing, which concentrate on evaluating the characteristics or skills of different workers to
improve crowdsourced results, quality control in FL mainly deals with two unique challenges, the heterogeneity
in data and the heterogeneity in resource.

5.1

Data Heterogeneity

The data heterogeneity mainly refers to the non-IID data problem in FL. In [43], a taxonomy of non-iid data
regimes is provided, including feature distribution skew, label distribution skew, etc. The most commonly adopted
FedAvg [5] algorithm only considers the IID case at first and no theoretical analysis on its convergence is made.
To improve the performance of FedAvg especially in non-IID settings, some approaches have been proposed
[44, 45, 46]. A more rigorous theoretical proof on the convergence of FedAvg with non-IID data is provided in
[47]. It establishes a convergence rate by the inverse of the number of iterations for strongly convex and smooth
problems. However, in [48], it demonstrates that the accuracy of FedAVG can be largely damaged on highly
skewed non-IID data where each device only has a single class of data. The solution is to create a globally shared
small subset of data. But if each device shares too much data, the privacy constraints might be broken, which
is contradictory to the initial purpose of FL. To avoid data sharing, in [49], it proposes federated augmentation,
where each participant will collectively train a generative model. Therefore, the local data can be augmented by
the generative model and gets rid of the non-IIDness. The differences between each client’s data distribution can
also be taken as black boxes. A reinforcement learning-based client selection approach is proposed in [28] to deal
with the non-IID data.

5.2

Resource Heterogeneity

The computation resources of different devices are commonly heterogeneous in mobile edge computing. The
main objective is to optimize the model quality by resource allocation. The problems of resource heterogeneity
such as uncertainty of wireless channels and devices with heterogeneous power constraints have been emphasized
in [50]. It formalizes FL with heterogeneous resources as an optimization problem to capture the trade-offs
between efficiency and accuracy. Then it solves the non-convex problem by decomposing it into several convex
sub-problems. Control algorithms have also been proposed to realize more effective resource allocation. An
adaptive control algorithm for FL with distributed SGD is proposed in [51]. It studies the convergence bound of
the learning problem with the resource consumption constraints. A protocol named FedCS is proposed in [27]
which performs client selection in each round according to their different resource conditions. Devices with poor
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computation power or low communication bandwidth will be eliminated during training. A more comprehensive
survey on FL in mobile edge networks can be found in [52].

6

Future Directions

In this section, we will envision some future directions in federated learning.
Task Assignment. Until now, no work has considered the task assignment problem in FL. In most cases there
is only one learning task. Meanwhile a single learning task cannot be decomposed like in crowdsourcing [53].
However, on a federated learning platform where task requesters and data providers can join and leave freely, task
assignment can still be meaningful. This makes the platform similar to a data market [22]. But it still has unique
challenges of FL, such as data privacy concerns, and the resource budgets of the data providers.
Acceleration of Encryption Schemes. The encryption schemes for privacy protection in FL such as homomorphic encryption and secret sharing often brings extremely large computation cost. For example, training a simple
MLP on the MNIST dataset with homomorphic encryption can take 10 times slower than the original algorithm
without any privacy protection [9]. The time consumption will be intolerable with larger dataset and deeper
models like CNN. Therefore, how to accelerate the encryption schemes in FL has become a crucial problem.
Personalization. Most of existing works focus on training a global model rather than a personalized one for each
client. With the help of multi-task learning, the participants can have personalized results by learning separate but
related models [44]. However, it can only work with a small number of participants. In a large-scale cross-device
scenario, novel domain adaptation techniques need to be designed to realize the full personalization.
Fairness. Some existing works already consider the fairness problem in FL [54, 55]. However, the problem
is still challenging especially in scenarios with millions of mobile devices. Moreover, differential privacy is
commonly used as a privacy preserving technique in FL but it may result in unfairness in model training [56].
How to compromise the strict constraints while still preserving the fairness in FL remains an open question.
General FL Platform. Like a crowdsourcing platform, a general FL platform can bring more opportunities to
both data providers and task requesters. However, designing such a platform is challenging. The aforementioned
key components should all be considered. The platform should support different types of learning algorithms and
privacy preserving schemes in different scenarios. Also, it should provide incentive and pricing mechanisms for
the participators. The communication cost and the model quality should also be optimized. Existing FL systems
and benchmarks [57] only implement part of these features and cannot work as a general FL platform.

7

Conclusion

Federated Learning has gained much attention in recent years as a promising solution to the data isolation problem
in artificial intelligence. Both as human-empowered AI techniques, federated learning and crowdsourcing have
many similarities. In this article, we discuss four core issues in federated learning from the perspective of
crowdsourcing, namely privacy and security, mechanism design, communication optimization and quality control.
We find that the design of federated learning systems can be inspired by existing techniques in crowdsourcing
platforms. We also envision some future directions of federated learning, which would be helpful to build a fully
fledged federated learning platform.
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Abstract
Human-in-the-loop techniques are playing more and more significant roles in the machine learning
pipeline, which consists of data preprocessing, data labeling, model training and inference. Humans can
not only provide training data for machine learning applications, but also directly accomplish some tasks
that are hard for the computer in the pipeline, with the help of machine-based approaches. In this paper,
we first summarize the human-in-the-loop techniques in machine learning, including: (1) Data Extraction:
Non-structured data always needs to be transformed to structured data for feature engineering, where
humans can provide training data or generate rules for extraction. (2) Data Integration: In order to
enrich data or features, data integration is proposed to join other tables. Humans can help to address
some machine-hard join operations. (3) Data Cleaning: In real world, data is always dirty. We can
leverage humans’ intelligence to clean the data and further induce rules to clean more. (4) Data
Annotation and Iterative labeling. Machine learning always requires a large volume of high-quality
training data, and humans can provide high quality data for training. When the budget is limited, iterative
labeling is proposed to label the informative examples. (5) Model training and inference. For different
applications(e.g. classification, clustering), given human labels, we have different ML techniques to train
and infer the model. Then we summarize several commonly used techniques in human-in-the-loop machine
learning applied in the above modules, including quality improvement, cost reduction, latency reduction,
active learning and weak supervision. Finally, we provide some open challenges and opportunities.

1

Introduction

Machine learning (ML) has seen great success on a wide variety of applications, such as image and speech
recognition, natural language processing and heath care. It has made breakthroughs due to large-scale data, high
computing power, and sophisticated algorithms, but the power of humans cannot be neglected, where large-scale
training data needs humans to create and some ML algorithms require humans to improve the performance
iteratively. For example, ImageNet [12] is a representative benchmark that promotes the development of computer
vision area. It is constructed through crowdsourcing, which is an effective way to address a wide variety of tasks
by utilizing hundreds of thousands of ordinary workers (e.g., humans).
Humans play important roles in the entire ML pipeline from data preparation to result inference, as shown in
Figure 1. Before building a model, data scientists spend more than 80% of their time in preprocessing the data [1],
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Figure 1: A Human-in-the-loop Machine Learning Pipeline
including data extraction, data integration and data cleaning. Then data is labeled and divided into training and
test sets. Finally we train and test the model. Humans can contribute to all steps mentioned above.
(1) Data Extraction. In most cases, original data we can utilize to build a model may be unstructured or
semi-structured, which needs to be extracted as structured data to construct features. Data extraction is to use
rules (functions) or machine learning techniques [36, 43, 15] to extract data from non-structured data, where
humans can provide rules or training data.
(2) Data Integration. Given the structured data from multiple sources, we always have to integrate them [9,
61, 59] to enrich the records and features. Data integration is used to identify duplicated records or cells in
different columns that refer to the same entity, such as “Apple iPhone 8” and“iPhone 8th”, and then integrate
them. Humans can improve the performance of data integration by providing answers of entity pairs that are
hard for the computer. Also, ML techniques can also be used to address the problem, where humans can provide
training data. In addition, before integrating the data, we should align the columns of different relational tables,
i.e., schema matching. We can leverage human intelligence as well as knowledge bases to identify matching
schemes, which are hard for the computer.
(3) Data Cleaning. In the real world, data is always dirty because of some missing values, duplicates, outliers
and records that violate integrity constraints [59, 7, 10], so data cleaning can detect and repair these data, which
are likely to improve the ML performance. For different data cleaning tasks, we can leverage humans’ cognitive
ability to address them. For example, for duplicates, one can leverage machine to identify easy duplicated records
and left the hard ones to humans [59].
(4) Data Annotation and Iterative Labeling. Each record has to be labeled to construct the training set. Humans
can provide high quality labels directly. Then the model is trained and tested on the labeled data. However, since
humans are not free, requiring large quantities of labels is expensive. Therefore, humans will be asked to label
the most interesting examples iteratively until a good performance is achieved.
(5) Model training and inference. For different machine learning tasks, like classification and clustering,
there are different techniques that leverage humans’ labels to train and infer the results. For classification, one
can utilize techniques like deep learning, expectation maximization or graph model to deduce the results based
on noisy human labeled data. For clustering, a straightforward method is to leverage a human-machine hybrid
method to cluster these examples(e.g. video or images) that are hard to cluster purely by computers. In addition,
generative models can also be applied to cluster examples according to multiple criteria.
Although humans contribute to different modules in the ML pipeline, there are several common important
problems in human-in-the-loop machine learning. The first is quality improvement, Humans are likely to make
mistakes no matter what kinds of tasks they do because they may have different levels of expertise, and an
untrained human is not qualified to accomplish certain tasks. To achieve high quality labels, we need to tolerate
human errors and infer high quality results from noisy answers. Secondly, Since humans are not free, if there are
large numbers of tasks, it is expensive to leverage humans to address all of them. Therefore, several techniques
are proposed such as pruning, answer deduction and sampling. Thirdly, generally speaking, humans are much
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slower than the computer. To accomplish the tasks efficiently, we should reduce the latency, which is the time
from the user submits the first task to the final answer is returned. Fourthly, given a task, a user does not always
have enough budget to label a large number of training data. Therefore, active learning is proposed to involve
humans to label the most interesting examples iteratively so that the examples in each iteration affect the model
as much as possible. Lastly, in active learning, we assume the labels provided by humans are perfect, but it does
not hold in reality. Therefore, weak supervision is proposed to obtain a relative high quality result through a large
number of weak labels, which are provided by humans with different qualities or functions (rules).
In a word, we will introduce what humans can contribute in the machine learning pipeline in Section 2.
Next, several significant human-in-the-loop techniques are introduced in Section 3. Then we discuss some open
challenges and opportunities in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2

Human-in-the-loop Machine Learning Pipeline

As shown in Figure 1, humans play significant roles in machine learning pipeline. First, given some unstructured
data, we have to transform it structured data, in order to construct features for ML. Then for structured data from
multiple sources, we should integrate them for enriching data and features to achieve well-performed ML model.
What’s more, data is always dirty in the real world. To further improve the performance, we should clean the
data, such as repairing records that violate integrity constraint and removing outliers and duplicates. Finally,
we should annotate the data for building the model. For all above steps in the pipeline, humans can contribute
their intelligence to provide high quality training data and improve the ML model. Next, we will introduce what
humans can contribute in these steps.

2.1

Data Extraction

Extracting structured data from unstructured data is an important problem both in industry and academia, which
has been studied broadly from rule-based [36] systems to ML-based approaches [43, 15]. However, these
methods either need domain experts to design rules or humans to provide large quantities of labels. Recently,
DeepDive [69] is a representative system in this area, which provides declarative language for non-expert users
to extract data. The execution of DeepDive can be divided into three parts: candidate generation, supervision,
statistical inference and learning. Humans mainly contribute in the first part, i.e., candidate generation. In this
part, humans write some extraction rules described by declarative languages to retrieve data with attributes or
relations, such as entity B is the wife of A if there exists mention “and his wife” between A and B in a corpus.
The goal of this part is to generate candidates with high recall and low precision. Secondly, the supervision part
applies distant supervision rules from knowledge bases or incomplete databases to provide labels for some of the
candidates. The rules do not need to label all candidates from the first part, which are intended to be a low recall
and high precision. For the last part, DeepDive constructs a graphical model that represents all of the labeled
candidate extractions, trains the model, and then infers a correct probability for each candidate. At the end of this
stage, DeepDive applies a threshold to each inferred probability and then derives the extractions to the output
database. In conclusion, Deepdive leverages humans to provide extraction candidates with high recall, uses weak
supervision(distance supervision) to label them and finally trains a statistical ML model to fine-tune the labels.

2.2

Data Integration

Given relational tables from multiple sources, in many cases we want to integrate them for extending existing
datasets, including features and records. To this end, schema matching [70, 17] and entity resolution [59, 61]
have to be applied, where the first part is going to align the columns and the second will match records from
different tables. Recently, many existing works focused on leveraging human intelligence to achieve these.
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For schema matching, existing works [70] utilize human-machine hybrid approaches to improve the performance. They utilize machine-based schema matching tools to generate a set of possible matchings, each of which
has a probability to be matched. They define a correspondence correctness question (CCQ) for humans to answer,
which denotes a pair of attributes from two columns, so each matching consists of a set of correspondences. Then
the problem is to wisely choose the correspondences to ask the human to obtain the highest certainty of correct
schema matching at the lowest cost. The uncertainty is measured by entropy on top of the probabilities that the
tools generate. In the correspondence selection, they consider the column correlations, selection efficiency and
human quality to match schemes effectively and efficiently. Fan et.al [17] introduce knowledge base together
with humans to do schema matching. First, they propose a concept-based approach that maps each column of a
table to the best concept in knowledge bases. This approach overcomes the problem that sometimes values of
two columns may be disjoint, even though the columns are related, due to incompleteness in the column values.
Second, they develop a hybrid machine-crowdsourcing framework that leverages human intelligence to discern
the concepts for “difficult” columns. The overall framework assigns the most “beneficial” column-to-concept
matching tasks to the human under a given budget and utilizes the answers to infer the best matching.
After the schemes are aligned, we can integrate different relational tables by the join operation. Traditionally,
join is always executed by exact matching between values of attributes from two tables. However, in the real
world, data is always dirty. For example, “Apple iPhone 8” and ”iPhone 8th” refer to the same entities and
should be joined, which cannot be done by a traditional database. Therefore, the human-based join is proposed to
address this problem. Wang et.al. [59] propose crowd-based join framework, which generates many candidate
pairs, uses similarity based pruning techniques to eliminate dissimilar pairs and ask the crowd to answer the rest
pairs. To further reduce the cost, Wang et.al. [61] leverage the transitivity technique to deduce unknown answers
based on current answers from humans. Chai et.al. [9, 8] build a partial-order graph based on value similarities
of different attributes and utilize the graph to prune pairs that are not necessary to ask. To improve the quality,
Wang et.al. [62] first cluster the entities to be joined and then leverage humans to refine the clusters. Yalavarthi
et.al. [67] select questions judiciously considering the crowd errors.

2.3

Data Cleaning

Data is dirty in the real world, which is likely to hurt the ML performance. For example, some values may be out
of range (e.g., age is beyond 120 or below 0) or utilize wrong units (e.g., some distances are in meters while other
are in kilometers); Some records refer to the same entity; Integrity constraints (e.d. functional dependencies) are
violated among records. Recently, many researchers focused on leveraging human to clean the data. For instance,
crowd-based entity resolution [59, 9, 8] is applied to remove duplicates. Chai et.al. [7] use human expertises
to identify outliers among the data. Specifically, they first utilize machine-based outlier detection algorithms to
detect some outlier candidates as well as inlier candidates, and then human is asked to verify these candidates by
comparing outlier candidates with inliers. Chu et.al. [10] clean the data that violates integrity constraints with the
help of knowledge base and humans. They first identify the relationships between columns using knowledge base
and then use humans to verify them. Then the discovered relationships can be utilized to detect errors among
data, and then these error can be repaired by the knowledge base and humans.
Recently, a line of interesting data cleaning works focus on cleaning with the explicit goal of improving the
ML results. Wang et al. [29] propose a cleaning framework ActiveClean for machine learning tasks. Given a
dataset and machine learning model with a convex loss, it selects records that can most improve the performance
of the model to clean iteratively. ActiveClean consists of 4 modules, sampler, cleaner, updater and estimator.
Sampler is used to select a batch of records to be cleaned. The selection criterion is measured by how much
improvement can be made after cleaning a record, i.e., the variation of the gradient, which is estimated by the
Estimator. Then the selected records will be checked and repaired by the Cleaner, which can be humans. Next, the
Updater updates the gradient based on these verified dirty data. The above four steps are repeated until the budget
is used up. BoostClean [30] cleans the data where an attribute value is out of range. It takes as input a dataset and
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a set of functions for detecting errors and repair functions. These functions can be provided by humans. Each pair
of detection and repair functions can produce a new model. BoostClean uses statistical boosting to find the best
ensemble of pairs that maximize the final performance. Recently, TARS [13] was proposed to clean human labels
using oracles, which provides two pieces of advice. First, given test data with noisy labels, TARS estimates the
performance of the model on true labels, which is shown to be unbiased and confidence intervals are computed to
bound the error. Second, given training data with noisy labels, TARS determines which examples to be sent to an
oracle so as to maximize the expected model improvement of cleaning each noisy label.

2.4

Iterative Labeling

After the above steps of data preprocessing, we can label the data in relational tables for ML tasks. The most
straightforward method is to directly leverage humans to annotate a bunch of data for training. Thus we can
adopt the cost control and quality control approaches proposed in Section 3 to derive high quality labels with
low cost (see [32] for a survey). However, in many cases, a user does not have enough budget to obtain so
many annotations. Therefore, many researchers focused on how to label data iteratively and make the model
performance better and better using techniques like active learning or weak supervision.
Mozafari et.al. [42] use active learning to scale up the human labeling, which can be utilized in two scenarios,
the upfront and iterative scenario. In the upfront scenario, the user cares more about the latency than the cost.
Therefore, given a budget and an initial model, the algorithm uses a ranker to rank and selects some of the most
informative examples to label while the rest are predicted by the model. In the iterative scenario, since the user
cares more about the cost, the ranker selects a batch of examples to label, retrains the model and selects again
until the budget is used up. There are two strategies (Uncertainty and MinExpError) that the user can choose for
ranking. Leveraging the traditional active learning technique, Uncertainty selects examples that the current model
is the most uncertain about. MinExpError uses a more sophisticated algorithm that considers both the uncertainty
and expected model change. Besides, the work also utilizes the bootstrap theory, which makes the algorithms
available to any classifier and also enables parallel processing. Also, active learning techniques in section 3.4 can
also be integrated in the framework.
DDLite [14] leverage human to conduct data programming rather than hand-labeling data, in order to generate
large quantities of labels. Given a set of input documents, DDLite aims to produce a set of extracted entities or
relation mentions, which consists of four steps. First, given input documents, preprocessing like domain-specific
tokenizers or parsers of the raw text has to be performed. Second, DDLite provides a library of general candidate
extraction operators, which can be designed by humans. Third, humans develop a set of labeling functions
through iterating between labeling some small subsets and analyzing the performance of labeling functions.
Lastly, features are automatically generated for the candidates, and then the model is trained using the labeling
functions. The humans then analyze the performance on a test set.

2.5

Model Training and Inference

For different machine learning tasks, there are different techniques that leverage humans’ knowledge to train and
infer the results, considering humans’ diverse qualities. In this part, we mainly discuss two common ML tasks,
classification and clustering, and show how to leverage human intelligence as well as ML techniques to achieve
high quality results.
For classification, it is expensive to obtain reliable labels to train a model, so multiple humans are required to
collect subjective labels. Raykar et.al. [48] first proposed a straightforward method that simply utilizes majority
voting(MV) to infer labels. However, MV does not consider features of examples. Therefore, given the human
labels and features of examples, they improve the model by considering the true labels as latent variables and
utilize the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to train the model. The parameters include the worker
qualities and feature weights. Rodrigues et.al. [50] also use EM algorithm to jointly learn the parameters of
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humans and examples. The difference is that they use deep learning to train the model, where a crowd layer is
proposed to allow the neural network to learn directly from noisy humans labels in an end-to-end manner. In some
cases, acquiring large quantities of labels is expensive, so Atarashi et.al. [3] proposed to learn from a small number
of human labels and unlabeled data using deep generative model in a semi-supervised way. More specifically,
they leverage the unlabeled data effectively by introducing latent features and a data distribution. Because the
data distribution can be complex, they use a deep neural network for the data distribution. Classification based
on taxonomy is a particular but important task that the labels can consist of a taxonomy. For example, BMW
X3 and BMW X5 belong to BMW, which belongs to Car. For this scenario, Parameswaran et.al. [45] utilize a
human-machine hybrid method to classify the examples on the taxonomy. For example, given a picture of an
Audi car, we can ask the humans to label whether it is a BMW car. If not, the children of BMW (BMW X3 and
BMW X5) can be pruned. They study how to use the minimum number of questions to get all the labels.
For clustering, we can also leverage human intelligence to cluster examples that are hard to identify by
computers. Following the k-means algorithm, Heikinheimo et.al. [23] propose a human-in-the-loop framework
that asks the humans to answer a simple task each time and aggregate all the answers to deduce the final clustering
result. Specifically, the simple task is, given a triple with three objects, asking the human to select the one
different from the other two objects. First, the algorithm picks a large enough number of triplets from the entire
dataset and asks humans to label them. Second, for each example, they compute a penalty score defined as the
number of times the example was chosen to be different. Third, the example having the lowest penalty score
is returned. Thus, the centroid example of each cluster is computed and we can obtain the clustering results
iteratively. However, this method is expensive because of the large number of triple tasks and cannot generalize
when there are new examples. To address this, Gomes et.al. [20] propose to use a generative model to infer the
clusters. Moreover, it can capture multiple clustering criteria from diverse viewpoints of humans. For example,
given a set of pictures of products, one may want to cluster by brands while another human is likely to cluster by
types. Specifically, they divide the entire set into small groups and ask humans to cluster examples in each group.
Then considering the humans’ quality and labels, [20] uses a Bayesian generative model to infer the clustering
results.

3

Human-in-the-loop Techniques for Machine Learning

As shown in Section 1, humans are involved frequently and necessarily in a machine learning pipeline. They
can not only contribute to the data preprocessing steps, but also provide a large amount of labeled training data
to build a well-performed machine learning model, especially for the deep learning [12]. No matter what roles
humans play in a ML pipeline, there exist some common sophisticated techniques to apply. In this section, we
summarize some significant techniques in human involved machine learning. First, when humans are asked to
conduct data annotation or data preprocessing, they are always required to provide high quality results, so we
should study how to improve the quality of human answers in section 3.1. Second, since humans are not free, we
study how to save monetary cost while not sacrificing much quality in section 3.2. Third, since humans cannot
perform as quickly as machines, latency should be reduced to accelerate the entire ML process(section 3.3).
Besides, active learning(section 3.4) focuses on selecting the most interesting examples to human for labeling to
improve the model iteratively, which is an advanced technique in the field of machine learning. Lastly, in section
3.5, we discuss the situation where the user cannot derive a number of high quality labels, so she has to use weak
supervision techniques to build a model based on weak labels, still with satisfying performance.

3.1

Quality Improvement

Human answers may not be reliable because (1) there exist malicious humans that randomly return answers,
especially in the crowdsourcing scenario and (2) some tasks are difficult for humans to answer. Therefore, it is
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significant to discover different characteristics of humans and tasks, which can be leveraged to improve the quality.
There are two commonly-used techniques for quality improvement, i.e., truth inference and task assignment,
which will be introduced as follows.
Truth Inference. To control the quality, an intuitive idea is to assign each task to multiple humans, aggregate
the answers and infer the truth. Note that humans may provide low quality or even malicious answers because
they may also have different levels of expertise, and an untrained human may be incapable of answering certain
tasks. Therefore, to achieve high quality, we need to tolerate human errors and infer high-quality results from
noisy answers.
A unified quality control framework consists of the following three steps. First, we initialize each human’s
quality. Second, we infer the truth based on the collected answers and current quality. Third, we estimate the
quality according to the inferred truth. Then we iterate the second and third steps until converge. Based on
the unified framework, existing works [39, 64] can be categorized based on the following three factors: task
modeling, human modeling and applied techniques(how to use task and human modeling to infer the truth).
(1) Task Modeling. This describes how existing solutions model a task, mainly including the difficulty of a
task and the latent topics in a task [39, 64]. First, some recent works model the difficulty levels of a task instead
of assuming that a human has the same quality for answering all the tasks. The more difficult a task, the harder
w
a human can provide a perfect answer for it. For example, in [64], P r(viw = vi∗ |di , q w ) = 1/(1 + e−di ·q )
denotes the probability that human w correctly answers task ti , where di ∈ (0, +∞) represents the difficulty of
task ti , viw is the worker’s answer for a task vi whose true answer is vi ∗, qw is the worker quality. The higher di ,
the easier task the ti . Intuitively, for a fixed human quality q w >0, an easier task (high value of di ) leads to a
higher probability that the human correctly answers the task. Second, some recent works model the difficulty as a
vector with K values instead of a single value. The basic idea is to exploit diverse topics of a task, where K is
the pre-defined number of topics. For example, existing works [16, 39] apply topic model techniques on text
description of each task to derive the topic vector. Besides, entity linking techniques are utilized to infer the topic
vector for each task [75].
(2) Human Modeling. This describes how existing works model a human’s quality, which is always denoted
as a single real number q w ∈ [0, 1], representing the probability that human w answers a task correctly. This
straightforward model has been widely adopted by existing works [37, 11, 4]. More specifically, for single-choice
tasks, existing works [57, 28, 48] extend the above model to the confusion matrix to model the human quality in
a more fine-grained way. Suppose each task in has l fixed choices, then the confusion matrix q w is an ll matrix,
w , q w , ..., q w ], represents the probability distribution of human w’s
where the j-th (1 ≤ j ≤ l) row, i.e., qjw = [qj,1
j,2
j,l
w denotes that given the
possible answers for a task if the truth of the task is the j-th choice. Each element qj,k
truth of a task is the j-th choice, the probability that human w selects the k-th choice. For numeric tasks, human
bias and variance are proposed to model the human quality [48, 63]. Bias measures the effect that a human may
underestimate (or overestimate) the truth of a task and variance measures the variation of errors around the bias.
What’s more, existing works [25, 34] introduce confidence in quality control, i.e., if a human answers many tasks,
then the estimated quality for her is of high confident; otherwise the estimated quality is not confident. Inspired
by this , [34] assigns higher qualities to the humans who answer plenty of tasks.
(3) Applied Techniques. In this part, we discuss how existing works leverage task models and human models
to solve the truth inference problem. In general, existing works adopt the aforementioned unified framework,
which can be categorized as the following three classes: straightforward computation [19, 44], optimization
methods [4, 34, 35, 77] and probabilistic graphical model methods [27, 37]. First, the straightforward computation
are some baseline models that estimate the truth without modeling the human or tasks. For single-label tasks, they
always use the majority voting to address. For numerical tasks, mean and median are two baseline methods that
regard the mean and median of humans’ answers as the truth. Second, optimization methods focus on designing
optimization functions that capture the relations between humans’ qualities and tasks’ truth, and then provide an
iterative method to compute these two sets of parameters. The differences among existing works [4, 34, 35, 77]
are that they model humans’ qualities based on the above human modeling part differently. Third, probabilistic
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graph models a human’s quality as a node and utilize graphical model inference to iteratively derive humans’
models [27, 37], where a graphical model is a graph, containing nodes and edges between pairs of nodes. Each
node represents a random variable, which can be unknown parameters or observed data, and each edge represents
the possible relationship (e.g., conditional dependency) between the linked pair of nodes.
Task Assignment. Since humans diverse backgrounds and qualities on tasks, a sophisticated task assignment
algorithm will judiciously select tasks to right humans. Existing works mainly focus on two scenarios: (1)
human-based, i.e., given a task, which subset of humans should be selected to answer the task; (2) task-based, i.e.,
when a human comes, which subset of tasks should be assigned to the human.
(1) Human-based. In this scenario, given a task and a set of candidate humans, the focus is on studying which
subset of humans should be selected to answer the task in order to maximize the task’s quality without exceeding
the overall budget. The problem is often called the “Jury Selection Problem” [6, 74]. Intuitively, humans with
high quality should be selected. To this end, Cao et al. [9] provide a framework that first studies how to compute
the quality of a given subset of humans before they give answers, called Jury Quality (JQ). Since the answers are
unknown in advance, all possible cases of humans’ answers should be considered to compute the quality. To
address this, Cao et al. [6] propose a Majority Voting strategy to compute the JQ. Zheng et al. [74] prove that
Bayesian Voting is the optimal strategy under the definition of JQ. That is, given any fixed subset of humans S,
the JQ of S w.r.t. the Bayesian Voting strategy is not lower than the JQ of S w.r.t. any other strategy. Therefore,
given a set of humans, its JQ w.r.t. Bayesian Voting strategy is the highest among all voting strategies.
(2) Task-based. In this scenario, when a human comes, the focus is on studying which subset of tasks should
be assigned to the coming human. This problem is often called the “Online Task Assignment Problem”. When a
human comes, [38, 5] compute an uncertainty score for each task based on collected answers, select the k most
uncertain tasks, and assign them to the human. There are multiple methods to define the uncertainty. Liu et al.
[38] use a quality-sensitive answering model to define each task’s uncertainty, and Boim et al. [5] leverage an
entropy-like method to compute the uncertainty of each task. Besides, some other works [72, 73] model humans
to have diverse skills among different domains, and choose the tasks from the domains that a coming human is
good at to assign. What’s more, many machine learning techniques [24, 76, 42] aim to assign a set of tasks to
workers that are most beneficial to their trained models.

3.2

Cost Reduction

Humans are not free. Even if we turn to some cheap resources, like crowdsourcing for help to address the work, it
can be still very expensive when there are a large number of tasks. Therefore, how to reduce the cost without
sacrificing the quality is a big challenge. In this part, we introduce four kinds of techniques to reduce the human
costs.
Pruning. Given a large number of tasks, pruning means that the user can conduct some preprocessing
operations on then, so that some tasks are not necessary to be checked by humans. The basic idea is that some
easy tasks can be addressed by the computer while the hard ones are left to humans. Pruning has been widely
adopted in the area of human-powered join [11, 59, 61, 9, 8] an selection [68]. For example, the crowdsourcing
join asks the human to identify records that refer to the same entity in the real world. To this end, the machine
can compute a string similarity score for each pair of entities. Intuitively, those entities with very low(high) score
are likely to be non-matching(matching) pairs, which can be easily solved purely by machine. For the rest hard
ones, we can turn to the human for help. The advantage of this technique is that it is very straightforward, easy to
implement and effective in many scenarios. However, the risk is that those pruned tasks cannot be checked by
human, which may incur noise. Also, the threshold of deciding which part to prune is difficult to set.
Task Selection. Task selection has been introduced in section 3.1 for quality improvement. From another
point of view, task selection can be seen as minimizing the human cost with a quality constrain. Different
applications need different task selection strategies, such as join [11, 59, 61, 9, 8], top-k/sort [21, 33] categorize
[45], etc. The basic idea is that given a task, a task selection strategy is first used to judiciously select a set of
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most beneficial tasks. Then after these tasks are sent to a platform with humans, a task assignment strategy is
then used to collect high-quality answers from them. In a word, the task selection can achieve a good trade-off
between cost and quality, especially the cost saving under a quality requirement. However, the downside is that it
will incur much latency because the tasks are sent out iteratively.
Answer Deduction.Answer deduction can be adopted when the given tasks have some inherent relationships,
which can be utilized to reduce the cost. Specifically, given a set of tasks, after deriving some results from
humans, we can use this information to deduce some other tasks’ results, saving the cost of asking the crowd
to do these tasks. Many operators have such property, e.g., join [61, 9, 8], planning [26, 71], mining [2]. For
example, suppose a join operator generates three tasks: (A, B), (B, C), and (A, C). If we have already known
that A is equal to B, and B is equal to C, then we can deduce that A is equal to C based on transitivity, thereby
avoiding the crowd cost for checking (A, C).
Sampling. A sampling-based technique only utilizes the humans to process a sample of data and then leverage
their answers on the sample to deduce the result on the entire data. This technique has been shown to be very
effective in human-powered aggregation [40], and data cleaning [119]. For example, Wang et al. [60] propose a
sample-and-clean framework that allows the human to only clean a small sample of data and uses the cleaned
sample to obtain high-quality results from the entire data.

3.3

Latency Reduction

Given all tasks submitted by a user, latency denotes the time until all tasks have been accomplished. Since humans
need time to think and answer, they will be much slower than the machine, so it is necessary to reduce the latency.
Existing approaches can be categorized into the round-based model and statistical model.
Round-based Model. In some cases, tasks are answered in multiple rounds. In each round, we can utilize task
selection techniques to select a bunch of tasks. For these tasks, we can leverage multiple humans to answer them
so that the latency can be reduced. Concretely, suppose there are enough humans, some existing works [52, 58]
simplify the definition of latency by assuming that each round spends 1 unit time, and then the latency is modeled
as the number of rounds. They use the round model to do latency control. To this end, answer deduction is applied
to reduce the number of tasks. More specifically, tasks that do not have relationships will be asked in parallel in a
single round, so that some answers of other tasks can be deduced without any more costs. Therefore, since the
total number of tasks can be reduced, the latency will be reduced.
Statistical Model. Some existing works [68, 18] utilize statistics information from real crowdsourcing
platforms to model workers’ behaviors. Yan et al. [68] build statistical models to predict the time of answering
a task, which considers (1) delay for the arrival of the first response; (2) the inter-arrival times between two
responses. Faradani et al. [18] leverage statistical models to predict worker’s arrival rate in a crowdsourcing
platform and characterize how workers select tasks from the platform.

3.4

Active Learning

Active learning is a commonly used technique in machine learning, which involves humans to label the most
interesting examples iteratively. It always assumes that humans can provide accurate answers. The key challenge
is that given a limited budget, how to select the most appropriate examples in each iteration. Active learning has
been extensively discussed in surveys [31, 49], so we only cover the most prominent techniques in this part.
Uncertainty sampling. Uncertainty sampling [31] is one of the simplest and commonly used methods in
active learning, which selects the next unlabeled example which the current model regards as the most uncertain
one. For example, when using a probabilistic model for binary classification, uncertainty sampling chooses the
example whose probability is the close to 0.5. If there are more than three labels, a more general uncertainty
sampling variant should be query the example whose prediction is the least confident. However, this approach
throws away the information of other possible labels. Therefore, some researchers propose the marginal sampling,
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which chooses the example whose probability difference between the most and second likely labels is the smallest.
This method can be further generalized by introducing the entropy for measuring the uncertainty.
Query-by-committee (QBC). The QBC [56] approach extends uncertainty sampling by maintaining a
committee of models which are trained on the same labeled data. Each committee member can vote when testing
each example, and the most informative example is considered to be the one where most models disagree with
each other. The fundamental idea is to minimize the version space, which is the space of all possible classifiers
that give the same classification results as the labeled data.
Expected model change. Another general active learning framework utilizes the decision-theoretic approach,
choosing the example that would introduce the greatest change to the current model with the assumption that
the label is known. A strategy of this framework is the “expected gradient length” (EGL) approach [55] for a
discriminative probabilistic model, which can be applied to any learning problem where gradient-based training
is used. In EGL, the change to the model can be measured as the length of training gradient. In other words, we
should select the example that will lead to the largest gradient if it is labeled. However, since the true label is not
known, we should compute the length of training gradient as an expectation over possible labels.
Expected error reduction. Another decision-theoretic method [51] aims to measure how much its generalization error is likely to be reduced rather than how much the model is likely to change. Given an example,
the basic idea is to first estimate the expected future error of the model trained using the example together with
current labeled data on the remaining unlabeled examples. Then the example induced the smallest error is selected.
Similar to the EGL method, since we do not know the true label of each unlabeled example, the expectation of
future error over all possible labels should be computed.
Density-weighted methods. The mentioned frameworks above are likely to choose the outlier examples,
which might be uncertain and disagreeing but not representative. However, most time the outliers contribute less
than the representative examples which follow the similar distribution of the entire dataset. Therefore, existing
works [54, 65] focus on choosing examples not only uncertain or disagreeing, but also representative of the
example distribution.

3.5

Weak Supervision

In the above section, active learning approaches always involve experts without generating noise into the machine
learning iterations. However, some real applications always need a large number of training labels and asking
experts to do so heavy work is expensive. Therefore, existing works [46, 15, 41] have focused on the weak
supervision, which generates large amount of labels semi-automatically. These labels are not perfect but good
enough to result in a reasonably-high accuracy. Next we summarize two techniques with respect to the weak
supervision.
Data programming. Data programming [47] has been proposed to generate a large number of weak labels
using multiple labeling functions rather than labeling for each example. Each function can be written by the
human and the Snorkel system [46] provides a friendly interface to support it. Obviously, a single function is not
effective enough to derive a well-performed model, so multiple functions should be combined to generate labels.
The most straightforward method of combination is majority voting, but it does not consider the correlations and
qualities of different functions. To address this, Snorkel [46] proposed a probabilistic graphical model to generate
the weak labels, which is followed by a discriminative model trained on the weak labels.
Fact extraction. Fact extraction is another way to generate weak labels using knowledge base, which contains
facts extracted from different sources including the Web. A fact usually describes entities with attributes and
relations, such as <China, capital, Beijing>, which indicates the capital of China is Beijing. The facts
can be regarded as labeled examples, which can be used as seed labels for distant supervision [41]. Besides,
fact extraction can also be considered as extracting facts from multiple resources to construct a knowledge base.
The Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL) system [15] continuously extracts structured information from the
unstructured Web and constructs a knowledge base. Initially, NELL starts with seeds that consist of an ontology
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of entities and relationships among them. Then NELL explores large quantities of Web pages and identifies new
entities pairs, which has the same relationships with seeds based on the matching patterns. The resulting entity
pairs can then be used as the new training data for constructing even more patterns. The extraction techniques can
be regarded as distant supervision generating weak labels.

4

Open Challenges and Opportunities

Data discovery for ML. Suppose an AI developer aims to build an ML model. Given a dataset corpus, the
user requires to find relevant datasets to build the model. Data discovery aims to automatically find relevant
datasets from data warehouse considering the applications and user needs. Many companies propose data
discovery systems, like Infogather [66] in Microsoft and Goods [22] in Google. However, such systems focus on
keyword-based dataset search or just linking datasets. Therefore, it may be worth studying to discover datasets
that can directly maximize the performance of the downstream ML model. The key challenges lie in how to find
valuable features and data among the corpus.
Modules selection in ML pipeline. Figure 1 shows the standard ML pipeline from data preparation to the
model training and testing, which consists of several modules like schema matching, data cleaning and integration,
etc, and data cleaning can also be extended to many scenarios, like missing values, outliers and so on. Given
an ML task, asking the humans to process all modules is expensive, and it may not be necessary. Thus, we can
study which modules are significant to the ML model and drop the other ones. For example, given a classification
task, some data cleaning tasks like removing duplicates are not necessary. Therefore, how to select modules to
optimize the ML pipeline is worth to study.
Trade-off between human quality and model performance. Some existing works [46, 15, 41] focus on
acquiring weak labels to derive a model with good performance. One idea is to study the trade-off between
human quality and model performance. That is, given a performance requirement, such as 80% F-measure, we
can decide how to select humans to label the training data with the goal of optimizing the cost. Also, given human
qualities, we can study how to produce results with the highest quality.
Benchmark. A large variety of TPC benchmarks (e.g., TPC-H for analytic workloads, TPC-DI for data
integration) standardize performance comparisons for database systems and promote the development of the
database community. Even though there are some open datasets for crowdsourcing or machine learning tasks,
there is still lack of standardized benchmarks that covered the entire human involved machine learning pipeline.
To better explore the research topic, it is significant to study how to develop evaluation methodologies and
benchmarks for the human-in-the-loop machine learning system.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we review existing studies in human-in-the-loop techniques for machine learning. We first discuss
how to apply human-in-the-loop techniques to the ML pipeline including data extraction, data integration, data
cleaning, labeling and ML training/inference. Then we introduce five commonly used techniques in this field,
including quality improvement, cost reduction, latency reduction, active learning and weak supervision. Finally,
we provide open challenges and opportunities.
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Abstract
Our work aims to develop novel technologies for building an efficient data infrastructure as a backbone
for a human behavior management system. Our infrastructure aims at facilitating behavior modeling,
discovery, and exploitation, leading to two major outcomes: a behavior data management back-end
and a high-level behavior specification API that supports mining, indexing and search, and AI-powered
algorithms that provide the ability to extract insights on human behavior and to leverage data to advance
human capital. We discuss the role of ML in populating and maintaining the back-end, and in exploiting
it for human interest.

1

Introduction

We make a case for building a human behavior management system, where human behavior is a first class citizen
and is mined, queried and managed over time. While several efforts have focused on studying human behavior
in large scale population studies, in mining customer purchase patterns, or on the social Web, there is no single
architecture that provides the ability to mine, query and manage behavior. Such a system would encourage
reproducibility and enable several applications that benefit humans. In particular, the ability to model individual
and collective behavior enables to offer new functionalities that let everyone can share and discover all kinds
of assets, and combine assets to advance human capital. Assets can be composed into learning strategies that
everyone can use to propose their skills, acquire new skills, or enhance existing ones. The proposed research
will contribute to designing and developing approaches that leverage ML for building an effective and efficient
human behavior management back-end that represents the variety of behaviors and caters to human needs. To
enable this work, two novel and challenging research axes need to be developed in parallel: a database system to
manage human behavior and a set of ML-powered algorithms that populate and maintain that database, as well as
approaches to search and leverage behavior and assets with the goal of studying human behavior and advancing
their capital.
To design a human behavior database, we need to capture human factors and populate the database by mining
behavioral patterns over time. We propose to leverage approaches that estimate human factors [56] and mine
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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behaviors at the individual and collective levels [34, 46, 49]. The highly dynamic nature of human factors and
behavior renders the maintenance of such a database quite challenging. We propose to leverage ML approaches
to (i) learn behavior change rates, (ii) develop adaptive approaches to cater to humans, and (iii) choose back-end
maintenance strategies accordingly. Existing work that leverages ML for data management [62] is nascent and
covers the use of ML for query optimization [40] or for database indexing [38]. Additionally, the ability to search
and leverage behavior and assets with the goal of studying human behavior and advancing their capital requires
the development of novel ML-powered algorithms.
To study human behavior, we plan to develop a flexible tool for the on-demand discovery of behavioral
patterns and their exploration over time. Such functionality benefits a variety of stakeholders. It would enable
the design of robust population studies, marketing strategies, and promotional campaigns. Data scientists, social
scientists, Web application designers, marketers, and other domain experts, need a single destination to explore
behavioral changes. To query human behavior, we will leverage work on querying time series. Systems like
Qetch [47] and ShapeSearch [60] provide the ability to express powerful shape queries through sketches, natural
language, and regular expressions with flexible time span and amplitude. However, those queries are solely
shape-based and cannot be used to search for change induced by humans of interest. We will hence develop
approaches to combine shape queries with querying humans and change intensity.
For leveraging assets to advance human capital, we will make use of recent work on virtual marketplaces [29].
In physical workplaces, learning strategies include scaffolding where assets are combined in alternating difficulty
levels, and collaboration where humans learn from their interactions with higher-skilled peers [24, 37, 42]. In
virtual marketplaces, a few studies focused on humans’ ability to improve their skills by completing tasks [32],
and how affinity between humans can be used to form teams that collaborate to produce high quality contributions
while also improving skills [29]. Our observation is that optimizing for human capital should be seen as a
multi-objective problem that accounts for several goals and quality control, cost reduction, and human effort. We
will develop a framework to observe humans and leverage ML techniques to learn their abilities and adaptively
suggest appropriate assets to them for advancing their capital while accounting for other goals.

2

Motivating examples

Example 1 (Mining and querying behavior.): Our first example motivates the need for sophisticated mining
approaches to discover and model evolving human behavior. We consider two typical examples: mining customer
behavior in retail and mining the behavior of citizens riding public transportation. Mining behavior can help
identify purchase patterns in the first case, and specific rider groups in the second, e.g., familiar stranger groups
who use public transportation during the same period. In both examples, evolving behavior captures changing
habits such as customers reacting to promotional offers, or riders changing groups when in transit. The ability to
query behavior changes is useful for people in charge to analyze usage trends. In the riders case, this would help
them identify trends of daily travel populations over time and see their behaviors change when special events
occur (e.g., during the COVID-19 crisis). Extracted insights must be made available through a powerful querying
interface to instruct public policies (e.g., new COVID-19 measures). Additionally, they can be used to train
behavior change models that will instruct data maintenance. By learning different change models, we will enable
ML-powered back-end updates.
Example 2 (Assets for advancing capital.): Assets such as online courses or facts to be verified, can be used for
advancing human capital and the system must help humans improve their skill and knowledge either individually
or collaboratively (a.k.a. peer learning). Assume we have 3 humans: Mary, John and Sarah. Mining their behavior
in an online course system would help determine their skill level (1 for Mary who is a novice, 3 for John who has
an intermediate level, and 5 for Sarah who is an expert). Given the courses they consumed so far, our goal is to
assign to Mary a batch of k = 5 assets that maximize her learning. Mary needs the support of John or Sarah to
consume intermediate level assets. She cannot consume hard assets even with help. By exposing Mary to her
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peers’ contributions, her learning potential is likely to increase [27]. Assigning over-challenging assets to her
may result in frustration, and assigning under-challenging assets may lead to boredom.
In another example, we have a set of fact-checking tasks. Each task constitutes a collaborative asset, to
be consumed by 12 individuals with varying skills. Each pair of individuals has an affinity that reflects how
effectively they can collaborate based on their socio-demographics. Therefore, there are 12
2 pairs of affinities
forming a graph. One goal here is to divide the humans into 3 equi-sized groups of 4 members each so that peer
learning is maximized.

3

Our system

3.1

Building a human behavior management database

The goal of this axis is to develop an integrated data model to represent human behavior, encompassing human
factors and asset dimensions, and to leverage ML in maintaining the database. To make behavior and assets
usable, we need to develop an API for populating, maintaining and accessing behavior and assets, including a
declarative query language for expressing complex conditions on human factors and behavior and assets. Through
these objectives it will be possible to offer querying human behavior and assets as a simple service promoting
their reusability. Additionally, we will investigate performance aspects of this language and propose mechanisms
for its efficient evaluation. The database needs to store raw human/asset data but also the results of extracting
insights such as mining behavioral change of user groups. The evolving nature of human factors makes this
particularly challenging. It is therefore necessary to apply ML approaches to learn behavioral change models and
leverage them at maintenance time, when new raw data and new insights need to be stored in the back-end. This
ML-powered approach will be compared against traditional batch and incremental maintenance approaches.
Objectives:
1. Design a model to capture, represent and manage human factors, human behavior and assets. Two kinds of
factors must be considered: people-specific ones such as socio-demographic attributes, skill, reputation/trust,
and motivation; and collaborative factors such as affinity and interaction models.
2. Design a model to capture and store extracted insights on individual and group behavior.
3. Investigate indexing mechanisms to retrieve and query behavioral change and assets efficiently.
4. Develop ML-powered algorithms for updating and managing evolving human behavior at individual and
group levels.

3.2

Leveraging assets

This axis explores the study and querying of human behavior over time and the development of approaches for
leveraging assets in different applications. In particular, we will focus on leveraging assets for advancing human
capital. In our first endeavor, we will design queries that express behavior-aware change primitives. Our queries
will be sent to the backend and need to be expressive enough to query behavior shapes and changes. This would
require defining new scoring semantics that combine shape matching and intensity of change. Existing algorithms
to match shape queries operate in time series and rely on splitting time using a fixed-size window and matching
the query to each region in the window. We will leverage drift detection approaches on data streams [34] to
handle time in a dynamic fashion.
In our second endeavor, we will study asset assignment, expecting that appropriate assignments will have a
positive impact on the inherent learning capability of humans and on their overall performance. We focus on a
common class of assets, “Knowledge assets” in Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives [17, 39] such as
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image classification, text editing, labeling, fact checking, and speech transcription asset. A common problem we
will tackle is: given a human h and a set of unconsumed assets, which sequence of k assets will maximize h’s
learning potential? Here, learning potential is the maximum possible improvement in h’s skill.
We adopt a model where contributions from other humans are made visible to the current human. Several
studies showed that humans learn better when contributions from higher-skilled humans are shown to them [25,
26, 35, 36]. Our challenges are: (1) how to choose an appropriate batch of k assets where a human can see
others’ contributions, (2) how to order the chosen k assets appropriately so that the human’s skill improvement
is maximized. Our approach must enabke both individual and peer learning. We will leverage work in online
critiquing communities,1 social Q&A sites,2 and crowdsourcing platforms3 that investigate how collaboration
can promote knowledge and skill improvement of individuals. In particular, we propose to explore how affinity
between group members improves peer learning and address modeling, theoretical, and algorithmic challenges.
We will build on our recent work for algorithmic group formation with affinities for peer learning [29].
Objectives for querying behavior:
1. Formalize an algebra that captures behavior evolution over time.
2. Develop a framework that given raw human/asset data, extracts groups and their behavior, stores them as
insights in the database and represents change using our algebra.
3. Build a visual interface to query behavior with powerful conditions on behavior shape and change intensity.
Objectives for learning:
1. Formalize the learning potential of a human for an asset and choose k assets that maximize the total
learning potential. This formalization should capture individual learning and peer learning. There are two
theories underlying our framework. First, Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [65] is a well-known
theory that defines three zones of assets with different skill improvements; (1) A learnable zone that
contains assets a person can learn how to consume when assisted by a teacher or peer with a higher skillset,
(2) a flow/comfort zone of assets that are easy and can be consumed with no help, and (3) a frustration zone
of assets that a learner cannot consume even with help. Second, the Flow theory [21] states that people are
able to immerse themselves in doing things whose challenge matches their skills. In [15], the authors claim
that to improve skills, the assets should be either in the flow/comfort zone, or in the learnable zone on the
condition that there is some “scaffolding” to help humans consume assets that are a bit more challenging
for them. This results in skill improvement (the dotted line). Our formalization builds on that and defines
the learning potential for both individual assets (mainly in the flow/comfort zone) and collaborative assets
(mainly in the learnable zone).
2. Devise learning strategies which interleave individual assets and collaborative assets. We will study their
impact on humans’ performance and skills. Previous work found that the order of assets impacts quality
and completion time [22, 18]. For instance, assets could be provided in no particular order, or grouped and
presented in alternating difficulty levels.
3. Propose adaptive and iterative asset search methods that take a human h, and assigns to h, at each iteration,
a batch of k assets according to a learning objective. This approach may give rise to multi-objective
problems.
1

https://movielens.org/
http://quora.com/
3
https://www.figure-eight.com/
2
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4

Modeling human behavior

Our model must capture humans, assets, and human behavior and its evolution over time. Figure 1 shows a
two-level E/R diagram that represents human and asset data and extracted insights. It will serve as a basis for the
design of our backend.

Figure 1: E/R diagram representing raw human/asset data and extracted insights.
The above framework could be used to discover and model evolving human behavior of citizens riding public
transportation, and see how their behaviors change when special events occur. Here, we aim to study passenger
behaviors during the COVID-19 crisis. COVID-19 is characterized by a broad spectrum of disease presentation,
from asymptomatic or subclinical infections to severe diseases and deaths. A person infected with SARS-CoV-2
virus who has not yet developed symptoms or confirmed by laboratory testing would likely maintain normal
social activities. Recent studies show that infected cases are contagious for asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic
cases, and continuous to be contagious for at least a week [1, 2], providing ample opportunity for transmitting
SARS-CoV-2 through public transportation. Recently, we have performed a study in Hong Kong with the Mass
Transit Railway (MTR) Corporation, which is the only railway and subway service provider in Hong Kong. The
MTR railway network covers areas inhabited by more than 70% of the local population [4]. About 50% of total
number of rider trips in Hong Kong (or 4.5 million riders) are made through MTR [5]. Thus, the local population
mobility in Hong Kong is well represented by the MTR traveling population. Courtesy of MTR, we have obtained
all the entry and exit data of of anonymous riders (e.g., time and station of entry, ticket type (kid/adult/elder)) in
the first four months (i.e., 1 January to 30 April) of 2020, which is also a coronavirus outbreak period in Hong
Kong.
We have performed some initial analysis of the MTR data. Figure 2 shows the change of daily population in
the first three months of 2020 (here, octopus refers to the most popular smart card in Hong Kong; ticket means
the single entry ticket). We can see that the daily MTR traveling population is reduced by more than 40% after
the end of Chinese New Year holiday on Jan 28, which can be related to the lockdown of Hubei, China on Jan
23, just before the holiday. Also, the MTR traveling population in weekends is more than 10% less than that in
workdays. Another observation is that while the number of MTR passengers is generally decreasing, the number
of new confirmed cases increases significantly.
Rider type discovery. The MTR riders could physically encounter one another, and temporally share
different facilities or spaces such as stations, platforms, elevators, and carriages. They can concurrently share
a crowded and small carriage for an extensive amount of time. We would also like to study different group
behaviors of MTR riders in the period of January to March 2020, during which the outbreak of coronavirus occurs.
As discussed in [67], these riders include:
• “Someone-like-you”: they are groups of riders who share the same trip and stay close to each other, and
simultaneously share trajectories for at least one trip.
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Figure 2: MTR daily population and number of infected cases in Jan-Mar 2020.
• Sensor riders, who have the most physical contacts with other riders at stations and carriages. If they are
“super spreaders”, they can infect many people.
• Extreme riders, who have to endure the longest journeys or who have to ride the MTR train most frequently.
They can have a high risk of contracting coronavirus or respiratory diseases.
• Choice riders, who quickly change their travel patterns given the COVID-19 situation, for example, due to
outbreak in certain districts, or new government policies for work and classes.
We aim to discover the above riders through mining the MTR data. The riders found can be useful to
understand whether they have a high risk of spreading or contracting coronavirus. They can be useful for
simulating scenarios and testing rider control and intervention policy. Moreover, they can be used for issuing
warning or further actions. For example, in a “someone-like-you” group, if any member of this group contracts
contagious viruses, other members who are close contacts of the patient should be notified and monitored as soon
as possible. We will develop data mining solutions to identify rider types from the MTR data. For example, to
obtain “someone-like-you” riders, one way is to group the rider information according to the stations and the
times they entered and exited. Each group consists of riders who are estimated to take the same train. We will
study methods for finding all these groups, and perform extensive analysis, including the estimation of average
group size over weekdays and weekends, and examining the station-pairs that exhibits large group sizes. Figure 3
shows the spatial-temporal patterns of the average “someone-like-you” group sizes along different MTR trips
during workdays in Hong Kong before Jan 24 and after Jan 28 in 2020. The thickness of the line indicates the
size of the rider group. We can see that that the trips with the largest “someone-like-you” groups in the two time
periods are not the same. We will compare the rider types across the first four months of 2019 and 2020.
Due to the gigantic number of riders, the discovery of rider types can be time-consuming. We will develop
fast database algorithms and indexes to discover riders efficiently. We will extend the TopPI algorithm [44],
developed by co-I Amer-Yahia, in order to mine rider groups from millions of records in sub-seconds. We will
also extend the work on exploring datasets with rating maps to enable group comparison [11].
Our initial studies show that the data in hand is very promising (e.g., find out the risks of contracting
coronavirus for different groups of passengers, and riders’ travel behavior arising from the anxiety of being
infected in public transport). However, without a scalable platform for human behavior analysis, it is difficult to
perform advanced analysis and simulation. In particular, the MTR data, more than 60GB, contains more than 1
billion entry/exit transactions of 8 million riders. We would like to perform “microscopic” analysis (e.g., do riders
have a close contact?), and also see how the disease is spread in a crowded train with insufficient ventilation. As
the MTR data spans 4 months, it is also interesting to examine how the behaviors of passengers change with time.
Existing practices and solutions in the public health and transportation fields are not scalable to handle such a
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Figure 3: Spatio-temporal patterns of “someone-like-you” riders in MTR.
large amount of data (e.g., it takes more than 5 hours to perform a task to analyze rider behavior for a single day’s
data). This is simply too slow in face of the crisis that we are facing. The proposed system would be able to
support analysis on the group behavior of citizens taking public transportation. Our results would help to monitor
population transmission potential, and guide the appropriate level of social distancing measures [3].

5

Leveraging assets for learning

We consider a set of humans H and a set of assets A. Humans in H consume assets in A at different times, either
together or separately. The term asset is general enough to represent recommendations on the social web, courses
in an online teaching system, tasks in crowdsourcing, etc. We denote Ath a batch of (possibly ordered) assets
consumed by a human h at time t. The learning potential of a human h who consumes a batch of assets A at time
t + 1 depends on several factors: 1) the effort of h to consume assets in A, 2) h’s performance factor, 3) other
humans’ performance when learning collaboratively, and 4) the affinity between h and other humans. This gives
rise to two problems: individual learning and collaborative learning.
We can define learning as the problem of individual asset assignment as follows: Given a human h and the
batches of assets consumed by h up to iteration i: A1h . . . Ath , find a batch A of at most k assets to assign to
human h at time t + 1 such that:
argmax learning(h, A)
A

learning(h, A) is a function that captures the learning potential of h who consumes the set of assets A. Our
problem is to determine the right batch of assets to provide to a human at time t. Our problem can be seen
as a variant of the Knapsack Problem [19]. Our items are assets and each asset has a value
P (in our case v is
learning(w , t)) and a weight, we want to find k assets that maximize the sum of values vi under a capacity
constraint k. What makes our problem simple is that the weight is equal to 1 which yields a top-k solution.
Additionally, as the value of assigning an asset to a human depends on the human and evolves over time as other
humans consume assets, we need to account for that dynamicity in the asset assignment process.
We can also define a variant of our problem where assets are consumed collaboratively: Given a set
H = {h1 , ..., hn } of humans with their corresponding skill values hst , our goal is to form a grouping G that
contains k equi-sized groups g1 , g2 , ..., gk and that maximizes two objective functions, aggregated learning
potential (LP) and aggregated affinity (Aff) between humans in the same group. More formally:
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where LP (gi ) (resp. Aff (gi )) refers to any of the learning potential (resp. affinity).
Since the two objectives are incompatible with one another, our problem qualifies as multi-objective. In [29],
we present approximation algorithms that find a feasible grouping (that maximizes learning potential) and offer
provable constant approximation for affinities. We plan to build on that work.
Whenever a human consumes a collaborative asset, the asset’s metadata is updated. Additionally, assets are
grouped by difficulty level and by the number of remaining humans. A human’s performance factor and skill also
need to be updated as humans consume assets. We assume that a human’s skill improves monotonically: the skill
level remains the same or increases as time passes [48, 64] and is updated as they consume more assets. An ML
approach that observes humans and revisits their attributes is warranted.

6
6.1

Related work
Mining customer behavior

Several approaches were proposed to track the evolution of customer groups over time [34, 46], and detect
behavioral changes using pattern mining. Starting from a transactional database with customer demographics,
the RFM score [49] is used to create customer groups according to their purchase frequency and spending.
Association rules are extracted for consecutive time periods and compared with a custom similarity measure that
leads to four changes: emerging, added, perished and unexpected patterns.
In [45], customer groups are built to reflect long-term patterns such as seasonal effects, and short-term patterns
such as attractiveness of promotions. Customer purchases are captured with a non-homogeneous Poisson Process.
The aim is to identify for a given product and period, k latent overlapping customer groups. Model parameters
are learned with an Expectation–Maximization algorithm. Experiments on an Australian supermarket show that
long-term and short term patterns provide insights such as ”If the demand for a product category is seasonal, the
category will have more U-shape and inverse U-shape patterns”.
We plan to enable the application of different approaches for mining behavioral change. More importantly,
the result of behavior mining will be stored in our back-end and readily available for querying.

6.2

Peer learning

Social science has a long history of studying non-computational aspects of computer-supported collaborative
learning [20, 23]. With the development of online educational platforms (such as, Massive Open Online Courses
or MOOCs), several parameters were identified for building effective teams: (1) individual and group learning
and social goals, (2) interaction processes and feedbacks [61], (3) roles that determine the nature and group
idiosyncrasy [23]. To the best of our knowledge, the closest to our work are [6, 7, 9], where quantitative models
are proposed to promote group-based learning, albeit without affinity.
Our work is grounded in social science and takes a computational approach to the design of scalable solutions
for peer learning with guarantees.
Many papers in crowdsourcing report that making other humans’ contributions visible improves skills during
task completion [27, 41, 35, 36, 26]. We will use this kind of indirect communication among humans in our
collaborative assets. Group formation in online communities has been studied primarily in the context of task
assignment [12, 13, 43, 16, 54]. The problem is often stated as: given a set of individuals and tasks, form a set
of groups that optimize some aggregated utility subject to constraints such as group size, maximum workload
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etc. Utility can be aggregated in different ways: the sum of individual skills, their product, etc [13]. Group
formation is combinatorial in nature and proposed algorithms solve the problem under different constraints and
utility definitions (e.g., [43]).
Our work studies computational aspects and formulates optimization problems to find the best assets for a
human. In particular, we leverage expressive multi-objective formulations to optimize more than one goal and
form groups with the goal of maximizing peer learning under different affinities.

6.3

Querying change

Visual querying tools [50, 52, 57, 59, 66] help search for time series containing a desired shape by taking as input
a sketch. Most of these tools perform precise point-wise matching using measures such as Euclidean distance or
DTW. A few others enable flexible search and define a scoring function to capture how well a time series matches
a sketch. Tools like TimeSearcher [14] let users apply soft or hard constraints on the x and y range values via
boxes or query envelopes, but do not support other shape primitives beyond location constraints. Qetch [47]
supports visual sketches and a custom similarity metric that is robust to distortions in the query, in addition to
supporting a “repeat” operator for finding recurring patterns. ShapeSearch [60] enables expressive shape queries
in the form of sketches, natural-language, and visual regular expressions. Queries are translated into a shape
algebra and evaluated efficiently. Symbolic sequence matching papers approach the problem of pattern matching
by employing offline computation to chunk trendlines into fixed length blocks, encoding each block with a symbol
that describes the pattern in that block [10, 31, 33, 8, 58]. Among those, Shape Definition Language (SDL) [10]
encodes search blocks using “up”, “down”, and “flat” patterns, much like Qetch and ShapeSearch, and supports a
language for searching for patterns based on their sequence or the number of occurrences. A few other visual
time series exploration tools such as Metro-Viz [28] and ONEX [53] support additional analytics tasks such as
anomaly detection and clustering.
Our work is complementary to ShapeSearch and Qetch. We will extend Qetch with the ability to detect and
score finer changes for a set of humans.

7

Conclusion

Emerging Big Data applications, such as learning the behaviors of citizens taking public transportation and
providing them with assets for advancing human capital, necessitates the development of a scalable ML-driven
human behavior management system. Such a system not only enables the development of human-behavior
learning applications, but also provides insights on how to properly enable updates, which is important to these
applications in which new data are generated at high speeds. An immediate direction is to study ML-driven data
maintenance, which governs data update strategies based on machine learning approaches.
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Abstract
The rise of online misinformation is posing a threat to the functioning of democratic processes. The ability
to algorithmically spread false information through online social networks together with the data-driven
ability to profile and micro-target individual users has made it possible to create customized false content
that has the potential to influence decision making processes. Fortunately, similar data-driven and
algorithmic methods can also be used to detect misinformation and to control its spread. Automatically
estimating the reliability and trustworthiness of information is, however, a complex problem and it is
today addressed by heavily relying on human experts known as fact-checkers. In this paper, we present the
challenges and opportunities of combining automatic and manual fact-checking approaches to combat
the spread on online misinformation also highlighting open research questions that the data engineering
community should address.

1

Introduction

As the amount of online information that is generated every day in news, social media, and the Web increases
exponentially, so does the harm that false, inaccurate, or incomplete information may cause to society. Experts
in fact-checking organizations are getting overwhelmed by the amount of content that requires investigation,1
and the sophistication of bots used to generate and deliberately spread fake news and false information (i.e.,
disinformation) is only making the tasks carried out by experts—i.e., identifying check-worthy claims and
investigating the veracity of those statements—less manageable.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the main challenges and opportunities of a hybrid approach where
Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools and humans—including both experts and non-experts recruited on crowdsourcing
platforms—work together to combat the spread of online misinformation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of human-in-the-loop AI
methods. Section 3 introduces the main challenges in identifying misinformation online. Section 4 summarizes
recent work on machine learning methods applied to automatic truthfulness classification and check-worthiness.
Section 5 describes recent advances on crowdsourcing one of the key activities in the fact-checking process, i.e.,
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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judging the truthfulness or veracity of a given statement. Section 6 proposes a hybrid human-AI framework to
fact-check information at scale. We conclude in Section 7 by summarizing the main take-away messages.

2

Human-in-the-loop AI

Human-in-the-loop AI (HAI) systems aim at leveraging the ability of AI to scale the processing to very large
amounts of data while relying on human intelligence to perform very complex tasks— for example, natural
language understanding—or to incorporate fairness and/or explainability properties into the system. Example
of successful HAI methods include [8, 9, 15, 30]. Active learning methods [31] are another example of HAI
where labels are collected from humans, fed back to a supervised learning model, and used to decide which
data items humans should label next [32]. Related to this is the idea of interactive machine learning [2] where
labels are automatically obtained from user interaction behaviors [20]. While being more powerful than pure
machine-based AI methods, HAI systems need to deal with additional challenges to perform effectively and to
produce valid results. One such challenge is the possible noise in the labels provided by humans. Depending on
which human participants are providing labels for the AI component to learn from, the level of data quality may
vary. For example, making use of crowdsourcing to collect human labels from people online either using paid
micro-task platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk or by means of alternative incentives like, e.g., ‘games with a
purpose’ [37] is in general different from relying on a few experts.
There is often a trade-off between the cost and the quality of the collected labels. On the one hand, it may
be possible to collect few high-quality curated labels that have been generated by domain experts, while, on the
other hand, it may be possible to collect very large amounts of human-generated labels that might be not 100%
accurate. Since the number of available experts is usually limited, to obtain both high volume and quality labels,
the development of effective quality control mechanisms for crowdsourcing is needed.
Another challenge that comes with HAI systems is the bias that contributing humans may create and/or
amplify in the annotated data and, consequently, in the models learned from this labelled data [16, 25]. Depending
on the labelling task, bias and stereotypes of contributing individuals may be reflected into the generated labels.
For example, an image labelling task that requires to identify the profession of people by looking at a picture,
may lead to a female individual depicted in medical attire to be labelled as ‘nurse’ rather than as ‘doctor’. For
such type of data collection exercises, it becomes important to measure and, if necessary, control the bias in the
collected data so that the bias in the AI models trained with such data is managed and controlled as well, if not
limited or avoided altogether. Possible ways to control such bias include working on human annotator selection
strategies by, for example, including pre-filtering tasks to profile annotators and to then select a balanced set of
human annotators to generate labels for an AI to learn from.
Once manually labelled data has been collected, trained AI models may reflect existing bias in the data. An
example of such a problem is that of ‘unknown unknowns’ (UU) [3], that is, data points for which a supervised
model makes a high-confidence classification decision, which is however wrong. This means that the model is
not aware of making mistakes. UUs are often difficult to identify because of the high-confidence of the model in
its classification decision and may create critical issues in AI.2 The problem of UU is usually caused by having a
part of the feature space being under-represented in the training data (e.g., training data skewed towards white
male images may result into AI models that are not performing well on images of people from other ethnicities
and of other genders). Thus, such AI models are biased because of the unbalanced training data they have been
trained on. Possible ways to control for such bias include making use of appropriate data sampling strategies to
ensure that training datasets are well balanced and cover well the feature space also for features that may not have
been originally identified or used.
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When incorporating humans into an HAI system, they become the efficiency bottleneck. While purely
machine-based AI systems can learn from very many data points and, once trained, perform decisions in real-time,
making use of a human component makes the system less scalable and less efficient. For this reason, it becomes
important to decide how to best employ these less efficient and limited human resources and, instead, how to best
leverage the scalability of machine-based methods in order to get the best out of the two worlds. The problem
becomes even more complex when considering different types of human contributors which come with varying
quality, availability, and cost levels. We discuss this in more depth in Section 6.2.
Related to the previous problem, deciding what data points should be manually labelled by human annotators
is another challenge. Given a usually very limited manual annotation budget, it becomes important to select
the best data items to label in order to maximise their value with respect to the improvements of the trained AI
models. Questions of this type are in particular relevant to systems relying on active learning strategies. Such
improvements, however may relate not only to effectiveness, but also to other model properties like, for example,
fairness. Another benefit of involving humans in HAI system is the ability to leverage their skills to improve
the interpretability and explainability of AI models. Human contributors may be leveraged to, for example, add
natural language explanations about why a certain supervised classifier decision has been made.
Thus, in order to design and develop an high-quality HAI system, researchers have to look at a multidimensional problem which includes aspects like efficiency, accuracy, interpretability, explainability, and fairness.
Human and machine components of an HAI system can contribute and possibly threaten each of these dimensions.
Based on these issues, the overarching question in HAI systems is about deciding what should humans do and
what should AIs do in order to optimally leverage the capabilities of both methodologies. In the remainder of this
paper we discuss these challenges and opportunities in the context of fighting online misinformation. We use
this problem as a showcase of HAI methods and discuss the potential of such methodology when applied to this
context.

3

The Problem of Online Misinformation

3.1

An Interdisciplinary Challenge

The spread of misinformation online is a threat to our safety online and risks to damage the democratic process.
For instance, bots and trolls have been spreading disinformation across a number of significant scenarios, such as
the election of US President Donald Trump in 2016 [5], the debate in the UK over Brexit [19], and, more recently,
exaggerating the role of arson to undermine the link between bushfires in Australia and climate change.3 The
World Health Organization (WHO) has referred to the problem of large amount of misinformation spreading
during the COVID-19 pandemic as an “infodemic”4 [1]. Therefore, fact-checking information online is of great
importance to avoid further costs to society.
Because of the importance, impact, and interdisciplinarity of the issue, a number of different research areas
have focused on understanding and stopping misinformation spreading online. This includes research in political
sciences [22], communication science [40], computational social science [7], up to computer science including
the fields of human-computer interaction [33], database [21], and information retrieval [28]. While different
research methodologies are being applied, the overarching goal is to understand how misinformation is spreading,
why people trust it, and how to design and test systems and processes to stop it.
From a data engineering point of view, online misinformation poses some of the same common challenges
observed in modern data management: i) volume: large amounts of data to be processed efficiently and in a
scalable fashion; ii) velocity: processing data and making misinformation classification decisions in a timely
3
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fashion also in conditions when data to be checked comes as a stream (e.g., Twitter propaganda bots generating
and propagating misinformation in social networks; iii) variety: misinformation comes in multiple formats, from
textual statements in news articles, to images used in social media advertising, to deep-fake videos artificially
generated by AI models; iv) veracity: the core question of truthfulness classification often translates in deciding
which data source can be trusted and which not. Thus, the data engineering community not being new to
dealing with such challenges, can surely provide solutions, systems, and tools able to support the fight to online
misinformation. We however still believe that this is an interdisciplinary challenge, and in the remainder of
this paper we present a framework that goes beyond data engineering by including humans in the loop and by
considering human factors as well.

3.2

Misinformation Tasks

From the existing scientific literature about misinformation, we can see that there are a number of more specific
tasks that need to be addressed to achieve the overarching goal of fighting online misinformation. The first
task that comes to mind is truthfulness classification, that is, given a statement decide its truth level, in a scale
from completely true to completely false. Fully automated approaches [23] as well as crowdsourcing-based
approaches [28] have been proposed to address this task. However, other tasks related to online misinformation
exist. For example, it is also important to decide about the check-worthiness of online content. As there are way
too many statements and claims that could possibly be fact-checked, before expert fact checking can take place,
a pre-processing filtering step needs to be completed to identify which statements should be going through a
complete fact-checking process, out of a large collection of potential candidates. Criteria to be considered for
such a selection process include: the potential harm that a certain statement being false could create, the reach of
that statement, the importance and relevance of the topic addressed by the statement, etc. Automated methods
for check-worthiness have been proposed in the literature [11], but are far from being effective enough to be
deployed in practice and replace expert fact-checkers on this task.5 Another task related to misinformation is
source identification. Being able to detect the origin of online information can provide additional evidence to
information consumers about its level of trustworthiness. More than just either manual or automatic approaches
to address these tasks, an additional way is to combine them together in order to optimize processes and leverage
the best properties of each method.

4

Machine Learning for Fighting Online Misinformation

For each of the misinformation tasks described in the previous section, there have been attempts to develop
machine learning methods to tackle them. In this section we provide a summary of such research. For the problem
of truthfulness classification, benchmarks on which to compare the effectiveness of different approaches have
been developed. A popular benchmark for truthfulness classification is the LIAR dataset [39] that makes use of
expert fact-checked statements from the PolitiFact website. More than 12K expert-labeled statements are used as
ground truth to train and evaluate automatic classification systems effectiveness, so that system quality can be
compared. Even larger than that is the FEVER dataset [34] that contains 180K statements obtained by altering
sentences extracted from Wikipedia. Other earlier and smaller truthfulness classification benchmark datasets
include [36, 14].
A lot of effort has been made within the AI research community not only to obtain accurate classification
decision, but also to provide explainable results. Supervised methods for this task have looked at which features
are the most indicative of truthfulness [27]. Recent approaches have designed neural networks that aim at
combining evidence fragments together to inform the truthfulness classification decision [43]. Such evidence
5
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can then be used to explain the automatic classification decisions. Other studies looking at the explainability
dimension of this problem have observed that different features may be indicators for different types of fake news
and can be used to cover different areas of the feature space [26]. Adversarial neural networks have shown to
improve the effectiveness in identifying distinctive features for truthfulness classification [42].
Methods to automatically decide on check-worthiness [11] have looked at how to assign a score to a sentence
and to predict the need for it to be checked by experts using supervised methods and training data. While some
methods make use of contextual information, that is, of the surrounding text, to decide on the check-worthiness
of a sentence [13], the most effective ones consider each sentence in isolation and use domain specific word
embeddings within an LSTM network [17].
Metadata about information sources presented to social media users have an effect on the perceived truthfulness
of the information [24]. Providing news source and contextual metadata may help users to make informed
decisions [12]. Related to this, the New York Times R&D group has started a project to provide provenance
metadata around news using blockchain technology to track the spread of news online and to provide contextual
information to news readers.6

5

Crowdsourcing Truthfulness

More than just machine learning-based methods, crowdsourcing can be used as a way to label data at scale.
In the context of misinformation, crowdsourcing is a methodology that can provide, for example, truthfulness
classification labels for statements to be fact-checked. While experts may not be directly replaced by crowd
workers (see work by Bailey et al. [4]), by deploying appropriate quality control mechanisms, crowdsourcing can
provide reliable labels [10]. In a recent research on crowdsourcing truthfulness classification decisions we have
looked at how to scale the collections of manual labels and at the impact of the annotators’ background on the
quality of the collected labels specifically looking for the impact of the annotator political bias with respect to the
assessed statement and of the scale used to express the truthfulness judgment [28]. In another follow-up study,
we have then looked at the impact of the timeliness of the assessed statements on the quality of the collected
truthfulness labels. Results show that even more recent statements can still reliably be fact-checked by the crowd
[29]. More in detail, we looked at how the crowd assessed the truthfulness of COVID-19 true and false statements
during the pandemic, finding an agreement with expert judgments comparable to that in the previous study.
Another common challenge for expert fact-checkers, due to the limited available resources, is deciding which
items should be fact-checked among very many candidates. More than just leveraging crowdsourcing to decide
on truthfulness, the crowd may also be able to support expert fact-checkers in performing the task of deciding
about the ‘check-worthiness’ of content, that is, asking the crowd to decide whether or not a given piece of
content would benefit from being fact-checked by experts. Several factors affect the decision of selecting a
statement to undergo a fact-checking process. The crowd may be involved in validating these factors which
include, for example, the level of public interest of the assessed content, the possible impact of such content not
being true, and the timeliness of the content. In this way, it would be possible to manually filter more content
for fact-checking (the effectiveness of fully automated check-worthiness approach is still very low [11]) thus
allowing expert fact-checkers to focus on actual fact-checking rather than on filtering and deciding what needs to
be fact-checked.
6
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Figure 1: Human-in-the-loop AI framework for fighting online misinformation.

6
6.1

A Hybrid Human-AI Framework for Fighting Online Misinformation
Combining Experts, AI, and Crowd

Given the limitations of both automated and human-based methods for fact checking, we rather envision a hybrid
human-AI approach to fight online misinformation. Such an approach has the benefit of leveraging the positive
aspects of each of the different approaches, that is, the scalability of AI to efficiently process very large amounts
of data, the ability of expert fact-checkers to correctly identify the truthfulness level of verified statements in a
transparent and fair way, and the ability of crowdsourcing to manually process significantly large datasets. We
are starting to see the appearance of hybrid approaches for fact-checking, like, for example, the work presented
by Karagiannis et al. [21]. The proposed system is an example of how to efficiently use human fact checking
resources by having a machine-based system supporting them to find the facts that need to be manually checked
out of a large database of possible candidates.
The combination of these methods may not only result in more efficient and effective fact-checking processes,
but also lead to improved trust on the outcomes over purely AI-based methods and may also leverage the
embedded human dimension to increase the level of transparency of the truthfulness labels attached to news (i.e.,
explaining why a certain piece of news has been labelled as fake, like fact-checkers do already, but something that
AI-based methods still struggle to provide). Such an approach may also lead to resource optimization, where the
more expensive and accurate expert fact checkers may be intelligently deployed only on the few most important
and challenging verification tasks, while the crowd and AI can work together to scale-up the execution of very
large amounts of fact-checking tasks. We thus envision a waterfall model where different levels of cost/quality
trade-offs can be applied at different stages by means of appropriate task allocation models.

6.2

The Framework

The existence of numerous challenges and constraints that need to be resolved concurrently leads us to the
proposal of a solution that not only combines humans and machines, but that in doing so leverages different types
and levels of engagement in the process of fighting misinformation. Our proposed framework consists of three
main actors: fact-checking experts, AI methods, and crowdsourcing workers (see Figure 1).
Fact-checking experts are the protagonists of the framework and are the ones who make use of the other two
components to optimize the efficiency of the fact-checking process and maintain high-quality standards. Also,
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Figure 2: Trade-offs between the actors of the framework.
they are the only ones who can guarantee that this HAI system meets the three principles7 of (i) non-partisanship
and fairness, (ii) transparency on sources, funding, and methodology; and (iii) open and honest correction policy.
AI tools consist of automatic methods that fact-checkers can use to deal with the large amount of (mis)information
produced through different channels such as news and media, parliamentary sessions, or social media [6]. Although AI tools are able to process data at scale, automatic predictions are typically not free from errors. For
instance, machine learning methods used in systems such as ClaimBuster [18] or check-worthiness systems for
the CheckThat! Lab at CLEF [11] are far from being 100% accurate. Moreover, it is not clear whether these tools
would perform at the same level of accuracy in other scenarios, e.g., predicting check-worthiness of statements
related to non-American politics. In summary, although state-of-the-art machine learning can compete—and even
surpass—experts when data scale and costs are measured, as of today they are far from reaching human experts
when considering the level of accuracy, explainability, and fairness.
Crowd workers somehow lie in between experts and AI on all the five above mentioned dimensions (scale, cost,
accuracy, explainability, and control of bias) and can be deployed on-demand based on changing requirements
and trade-offs. Figure 2 summarizes the strong and weak points of the actors involved in the proposed framework.
The proposed framework comes with several benefits:
• Cost-quality trade-offs: it comes with the ability to trade-off and optimize between required cost and
quality of the label collection process where human experts (i.e., fact checkers) come with the highest
quality and cost and AI comes with the lowest cost;
• Load management: it allows to deal with peaks of fact-checking tasks that may be otherwise impossible
to deal with for expert fact-checkers working under constrained resource conditions. In such situations, they
may be able to leverage the more scalable crowd and AI tools to deal with a sudden increase in annotation
workload;
• Trustworthiness: it can serve as a way to make AI technology accepted in well-established traditional
journalistic environments that would not see positively an ‘AI taking over their job’.
In such an intertwined framework, the key question becomes who should do what. Given a workload of
misinformation tasks, a deadline, and required constraints like a minimum level of quality and a maximum
7
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cost, the problem becomes to identify a task allocation solution that satisfies the constraints with maximum
value. This can be addressed with a cascade model [35, 41, 38] with humans-in-the-loop, where AI tools, crowd
workers and fact-checking experts cooperate to maximize value. For example, looking at the trade-off between
urgency and quality, as soon as a statement is identified as requiring fact-check, an AI model can first be adopted
to very efficiently provide a truthfulness label which could then possibly be replaced later on once a team of
expert fact-checkers has concluded their forensic investigation of the available evidence in favour or against
the statement being true. Such cascade of annotation tasks where many (or all) labels are quickly estimated
automatically, only a small subset of those is sent to the crowd for a quick (but non-real time) validation of their
truthfulness, and then only very few remaining statements are sent to experts to investigate in depth is the core
idea of the proposed framework that leverages different levels of the size-quality-cost trade-offs that the different
methodologies provide.
One dimension that impacts task allocation decisions is the cost and scale of the annotation problem. In
order to leverage the best of the automated and manual methods, AI and crowdsourcing can be used to scale up
the annotation effort to very many statements thus being able to possibly provide truthfulness labels for every
single statement being published online. Expert fact-checkers can then be parsimoniously deployed on statements
that are either difficult to label by AI or crowdsourcing methods (e.g., selected by means of low algorithmic
confidence or low annotator agreement within the crowd), or important to label accurately due to the possibly
wide implications of the statement being false or due to the importance of the speaker who made the statement
and its potential reach.
Another open research question is on understanding how experts would actually work when embedded
in this new framework: they would need to change consolidated and validated fact-checking processes and,
instead, adapt to an environment in which their work is being complemented by AI and non-experts. This would
necessarily require a certain level of trust in the HAI system that, on its side, is making decisions on what expert
fact-checkers should do and on which statements they should work on. This translates into experts giving up a
certain level of control on the process to the HAI system that has to decide what they do not get access to. For this
to work, there needs to be a certain level of trust in the system that could possibly be achieved by the employment
of self-explainable AI tools. This is also critical as as the fact-checking experts need at the end to be able to
guarantee transparency on the process and methods used for fact-checking.

7

Take-Away Messages

In this paper we discussed the problem of online misinformation and proposed a hybrid human-AI approach to
address it. We proposed a framework that combines AI, crowdsourcing, and expert fact-checkers to produce
annotations for statements by balancing annotation cost, quality, volume, and speed thus providing information
consumers (e.g., social media users) with timely and accurate fact-checking results at scale.
The proposed HAI approach aims at combining different methods to leverage the best properties of both AI and
human-based annotation. Moreover, involving humans in the loop allows to better deal with the interdisciplinary
nature of the misinformation problem by also providing human support on issues like explainability, trust, and
bias.
The model presented in this paper envisions a complex collaborative scheme between different humans and
different AIs where the open research question moves to the optimization of these complementary resources and
on how to decide which task should be allocated to which element of the HAI system. A human-in-the-loop
solution to misinformation can also provide increased transparency on fact-checking processes leveraging together
algorithms and AI and, in the end, provide more evidence and power to the end users to make informed decisions
on which online information they should and which they should not trust.
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